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THE IDEA for this issue’s cover story was born out of frustration.
Fresh off an assignment on the leadership beat, Eric Kelderman was venting. For months, it 

had been next to impossible to get a college president to say almost anything of substance about 
a controversial issue. It wasn’t always this way, Eric told me. He’d been a Chronicle reporter for 13 
years, and he felt college presidents’ reluctance to speak on the record was at an all-time high.

Eric wanted to know why higher ed’s leaders had grown evermore tight-lipped. Maybe, he 
thought, college presidents would tell us if their answers were anonymized.

His hunch was right. More than 150 college presidents responded to a survey The Chronicle dis-
tributed in May. They weighed in from all corners of higher ed — public col-
leges and private ones, small campuses and large ones, minority-serving insti-
tutions and religious ones. While their experiences varied, the overwhelming 
majority felt that national politics were off limits, and that speaking about them 
would draw the ire of elected officials.

And though the quantitative data were striking, we found the qualitative re-
sults worth a deeper dive. More than 60 respondents wrote anonymous testi-
monials about the challenges of addressing controversial issues publicly, of-
ten describing the impossible task of pleasing a multitude of stakeholders with 
competing concerns. Some of them wondered if it was even their place to opine 
on matters of public importance.

Eric interviewed more than a dozen college presidents to complete our pic-
ture — one that helps explain why we saw relatively few take a public stance 

when the U.S. Supreme Court overturned Roe v. Wade in June, leaving Americans without the 
right to an abortion.

“Now you have to make sure you don’t ruffle feathers,” one president told him, “no matter what 
you feel or what your conscience is dictating.”  —RACHEL CIERI MULL, SENIOR EDITOR
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PUBLIC CONFIDENCE in higher education’s 
ability to lead America in a positive direc-
tion has sunk steeply in recent years, falling 
14 percentage points just since 2020.

Two years ago, more than two-thirds of 
Americans said colleges were having a pos-
itive effect on the country, according to a 
survey conducted by New America. In the 
most recent version of the survey, released 
last month, barely half agreed.

As with other recent public-opinion poll-
ing, New America’s findings reveal a yawn-
ing partisan gap. While nearly three-quar-
ters of Democrats saw higher education’s 
contributions in a positive light, just 37 per-
cent of Republicans did.

Yet the think tank’s annual Varying De-
grees survey found that a strong majority, 
more than 75 percent, thought that some 
education beyond high school offered a 
good return on investment for students. 
And public perception of online education 
improved markedly in the latest poll, with 
nearly half of Americans saying it was com-
parable in quality to in-person education, 
up from just a third in 2021.

Notably, 17 percent of current students 
said they thought the quality of online in-
struction was better than in-person teach-

ing. Just 6 percent of nonstudents agreed 
with that perspective.

The greatly improved reputation enjoyed 
by online education could reflect the move 
to virtual and hybrid teaching during the 
Covid-19 pandemic and the ways in which 
both students and professors adjusted, ac-
cording to a report on the survey findings. “I 
expected some shift, but I didn’t expect this 
substantial increase,” said Sophie Nguyen, a 
policy analyst with New America who is one 
of the report’s authors. “It is significant.”

In the report, New America raises alarms 
about the sudden shift, calling it “unex-
pected and particularly concerning from 
an accountability perspective,” given that 
many of the largest providers of online pro-
grams are for-profit colleges, some with a 
history of predatory practices. There are 
also questions about oversight as more 
nonprofit institutions contract with pri-
vate-sector online program managers to 
help design and administer virtual pro-
gramming, Nguyen said.

Despite the improved profile of online ed-
ucation, eight in 10 Americans think that 
the courses should cost less than those 
taught in person.

In general, the survey found Americans 
are worried about college affordability. Only 
about half thought it was possible to get a 
high-quality education after high school 

that is also affordable. 
Concerns about cost 
are tied to age: Two-
thirds of baby boomers 
said it was possible to 
find affordable post-
secondary education, 
while 45 percent of mil-
lennials and Genera-
tion X agreed. Among 
Generation Z, a group 
that includes today’s col-
lege students and recent 
graduates, only 36 per-
cent thought an afford-
able degree or credential 
was within reach.

Worries about afford-

ability may be heightened as rising prices for 
gas and food elevate pocketbook concerns 
and inflation eats into Americans’ savings.

The New America findings echo other re-
cent public polling on higher education. A 
survey released last month by Public Agen-
da and USA Today found that only half of 
Americans think the economic benefits of 
college outweigh the costs. More than 80 
percent said college expenses had made 
earning a degree out of reach for low-in-
come students.

When it comes to who should pay for 
higher education — the government, be-
cause education is good for society, or stu-
dents, because they personally benefit — a 
majority of respondents in the New America 
survey said the government should be more 
responsible.

The share of respondents who said gov-
ernment should be the primary funder has 
been shrinking in the New America survey 
in recent years, from 63 percent in 2020 to 
58 percent in the new survey. And the par-
tisan divide on the issue is deep and broad: 
More than three-quarters of Democrats 
agree that paying for college should be the 
responsibility of the government, wheth-
er at the state or federal level. By contrast, 
63 percent of Republicans think students 
should mostly foot the bill, since a degree 
will help them individually get ahead.

Partisan divisions play out in other ways. 
Not only do Republicans question higher 
education’s broader societal good, slightly 
more than half think colleges are having a 
negative effect on their local communities. 
Seventy-seven percent of Democrats think 
colleges benefit their local communities.

Nguyen points out that partisan differ-
ences are not unique to higher education: 
Republicans and Democrats are also divid-
ed on high-profile issues such as the econ-
omy, the environment, and gun control. 
Partisanship can make agreement on policy 
solutions seem elusive. “We haven’t bridged 
the gap,” Nguyen said.

The survey is based on nearly 2,200 on-
line and telephone interviews conducted in 
April and May.
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Reputation trouble

A Crisis of Confidence

— KARIN FISCHER

C
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FOR THREE AND A HALF YEARS, David Schwartz 
has taught geography at Northampton Com-
munity College, in Pennsylvania. That hadn’t 
been the plan, but it was the job that opened 
up to him after he earned his master’s degree.

Teaching during the pandemic left him 
unsure of whether his students were learn-
ing, until he got notes from them at the end 
of the semester. And when classes returned 
in person, the stresses of the work didn’t go 
away.

So, a few months ago, the adjunct profes-
sor found himself in a Facebook group for 
academics seeking advice on how to quit 
their jobs.

At colleges across the country, faculty 
members — from longtime tenured profes-
sors to adjuncts — are looking for a poten-
tial way out of academe. And often they are 
trying to find it through communities on 
social media.

The posts aren’t just “quit lit,” the 
first-person Twitter threads, blog posts, and 
other online media detailing why faculty 
members left their institution or academe. 
Instead, those community-focused so-
cial-media forums, most often on Facebook 
and Reddit, are filled with posts from peo-
ple in limbo. “Who’s thinking of quitting?” 
one reads. “Help me decide if I should quit 
LOL,” says another.

Schwartz said his experience of teach-
ing during the pandemic had left him “very 
much feeling I am highly underpaid for 
what I am doing.” A colleague pointed him 
to a Facebook group, “The Professor Is Out,” 
dedicated to academics who are quitting. It 
helped him realize that “it’s not impossible 
for me to shift out of this thing.”

For Kelcy Sagstetter, a former assistant 
professor of history at the U.S. Naval Acad-
emy who recently began working to attract 
new clients at Deloitte, joining “The Profes-
sor Is Out” on Facebook helped her real-
ize she wasn’t alone in her disenchantment 
with higher education.

“There are other people going through, 
experiencing, feeling exactly what I am,” 
she said. “And then to see the success sto-
ries, I was like, ‘Oh, this is possible.’”

“The Professor Is Out” is among the Face-
book groups formed recently to help ac-
ademics seeking a career switch. Karen 
Kelsky, who herself left academe 12 years 
ago to become a career coach, created the 
page in 2020, a few months after the pan-
demic began. (Kelsky is an occasional 
Chronicle contributor.)

Sagstetter said she “had started to ten-
tatively dip my toes” back into networking 
events, to make contacts in other industries 
and also beef up her LinkedIn presence, 
prior to Covid. “Then the pandemic hap-
pened,” she said.

It was isolating, she said, and exacerbated 
the problems Sagstetter already faced, both 
professionally and personally. She ultimate-
ly decided to leave. “It was such a hard de-
cision” after having spent years working to 
become a professor, she said. “But once I 
made it, I realized it was the best one.”

Another popular forum for maybe-quit-
ters is the subreddit r/Professors, which 
has more than 100,000 members — dubbed 
“Guardians of Academe.”

As the subreddit’s “syllabus” puts it: “This 
community is a place for professors to BS 
with each other, share professional con-
cerns, get advice and encouragement, vent 
(oh yes, especially that), and share memes.”

An associate professor at the University of 
Southern Mississippi wrote the post asking 
others to “Help me decide if I should 
quit LOL.”

The professor, who request-
ed anonymity because she is 
still considering leaving her 
university, said in an inter-
view that by the time she got 
tenure, she was “disenchant-
ed” by the job. She wanted 
to pursue her research but 
found she spent more time 
teaching, advising, and fill-
ing service roles than she 
had expected. In recent 
months, someone at the U.S. 
Department of Defense ap-
proached her about an open 
research position.

With the thought of leaving her universi-
ty for a new career now in mind, she started 
in “The Professor Is Out” Facebook group, 
then found her way to Reddit.

She found that people in other profes-
sions often didn’t understand why it would 
be such a big deal to leave. Meanwhile, her 
colleagues in academe questioned why she 
would ever consider leaving. On social me-
dia, by contrast, she found people in a simi-
lar boat to hers.

Sagstetter, the former Naval Academy 
professor, said she planned to stay in “The 
Professor Is Out” group to offer advice to 
others. Since she posted about her new job, 
she said she’s had several conversations 
with others about her journey and the ad-
vice she can share.

“The pandemic really exposed the cracks 
in the foundation [of higher education] 
and made people realize that this is not a 
healthy way to live,” she said. “And I think 
that that was a wake-up call, sort of across 
the entire industry, that there’s other op-
tions out there.” — WYATT MYSKOW
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Departing thoughts

Working Up the Nerve to Leave
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phasized in-person interviews with candi-
dates rather than relying on paper screen-
ing. “We’re really trying hard to take 
advantage of every application that we get,” 
she said. Still, their applicant pools are 
small. Sleigh-Layman recently ran a search 
for an administrative assistant, a job that 
in the past would have received 40 or 50 ap-
plicants. This time, she said, she got fewer 
than 10. She interviewed six or seven appli-
cants, but none were the right fit.

When a promising job application comes 
in, officials often move quickly to woo that 
candidate because he or she is likely able to 
leverage interest from multiple employers, 
including in the corporate world.

“Gone are the days of having a month for 
people to submit applications,” said Joseph 
A. Favazza, president of Saint Anselm Col-
lege, a private liberal-arts institution in New 
Hampshire with around 2,000 students. “If 
we get three or four applications in the first 
week, we’re going to act on those right away.” 
What’s more, he said, in certain areas, “al-
most inevitably,” Saint Anselm winds up 
paying new hires more than it budgeted.

Favazza said he’s even been vying for 
candidates alongside peer institutions that 
have upped their recruitment game, in 
some cases directly poaching highly skilled 
workers from Saint Anselm. In areas like 
information technology, financial aid, en-
rollment, and advancement, Favazza said, 
employees have been called by another 
higher-education institution that’s pre-
pared to pay them tens of thousands more 
than their current salary. “It’s not even a 
‘Here’s a position, are you interested? Ap-
ply, and who knows what will happen,’” Fa-
vazza said. “No, this is like, ‘I want you, and 
this is what we’ll pay you, and can you start 
in two weeks?’”

Work force

A ‘Shallow and Weak’ Candidate Pool
WHILE HIGHER EDUCATION has largely recov-

ered nearly all of its pandemic-associated 
job losses, the task of recruiting and hiring 
administrators and staff members has be-
come a daunting one, according to a Chron-
icle survey of college leaders, hiring manag-
ers, and administrators that was conducted 
with support from the Huron Consulting 
Group.

Nearly 80 percent of the 720 respondents 
said their campus has more open positions 
this year than last, and 84 percent said that 
hiring for administrative and staff jobs has 
been more difficult in the last year.

Those positions are harder than ever to 
fill, too: 78 percent of leaders said their cam-
pus had received fewer applications for 
open jobs in the last year, and 82 percent 
agreed that they’d fielded fewer applica-
tions from qualified candidates. Said one 
person who took the survey: “The pools 
have been shallow and weak.” At the same 
time, candidates have upped their salary 
demands.

There’s a clear reason for that: 77 percent 
of respondents — among them presidents, 
deans, human-resources leaders, and other 

senior officials — said that high-
er education is a less appeal-

ing place to work than it 
was a year ago (the survey 
was conducted between 
June 14 and July 1). That 
sets up a fundamental ten-

sion: If hiring managers and 
campus leaders so 

readily acknowl-
edge that work-

ing in high-
er education 
isn’t what it 
used to be, 

how do they make the case for the sector, 
and for their own institutions?

There is, of course, no simple solution. 
Some institutions have tried casting a wid-
er net for open jobs — a quarter of respon-
dents said they’d advertised open positions 
more widely in the past year, and an addi-
tional 24 percent said they’d also changed 
the content or presentation of their job ads.

“You can’t just post and pray anymore,” 
said Staci Sleigh-Layman, the executive di-
rector of human resources at Central Wash-
ington University. “You can’t just put an ad-
vertisement out and hope that people will 
respond to it.”

So Sleigh-Layman and her team at Cen-
tral Washington, a public institution in El-
lensburg, have on occasion worked with a 
contractor to do regional recruitment for a 
particular position. At Gettysburg College, 
in Pennsylvania, officials have also elect-
ed to take a “pay to play” approach for some 
jobs, said Andy Hughes, executive director 
of Gettysburg’s Garthwait Leadership Cen-
ter. In one case, that meant paying to list 
an administrative-assistant job on the job-
search website Indeed, a step the college 
wouldn’t ordinarily take. The human- 
resources department at Gettysburg also 
hosted its first job fair to recruit new dining 
and facilities-management staff.

Half of respondents to the Chronicle sur-
vey said they’d lowered the barrier to en-
try in order to recruit more candidates. Of 
that number, nearly 60 percent lowered the 
minimum educational experience and rele-
vant work experience. Central Washington 
University is among those. “When you were 
getting 50 applicants for a job, requiring a 
high-school diploma was an easy way to 
make that first cut,” Sleigh-Layman said.

Sleigh-Layman and her team have em- — MEGAN ZAHNEIS

ILLUSTRATION BY THE CHRONICLE; IMAGES FROM ISTOCK
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AS THE FALL TERM APPROACHES, faculty members are finalizing which course 

materials — books or articles and the ways to find them — to include in their 

syllabi. To do so, professors sort through their preferences about what format 

course materials should take, whether they should be optional, and how many 

materials to assign per course.

Those choices are captured annually in the “Faculty Watch” survey, con-

ducted by the research arm of the National Association of College Stores. The 

latest version of the survey provides data on nearly 1,700 faculty members 

at 19 two- and four-year colleges during the fall of 2021, which kicked off an 

academic year that was generally conducted in person more than had been 

the case in the previous year.

An interesting top-line finding from the data was faculty members’ con-

tinued allegiance to traditional print materials. In 2021, about two-thirds of 

faculty members used print materials. Although that’s down from 77 percent 

in 2020, print is still the most widely used format by faculty.

The share of faculty members who used e-books, however, went back down 

to pre-pandemic levels. A little more than half of faculty respondents turned 

to digital course materials in 2021. The year before, in 2020, the share of 

faculty using e-books was up, but that appears to be a “temporary spike while 

courses were held online,” the report said, and going forward, growth in that 

format should be “less dramatic.”

While about one in three faculty members in 2021 said they would be 

interested in — or were already a part of — a textbook-affordability initiative on 

their campus, they were split on whether affordable textbooks were a priority 

to them.

For more highlights from the survey, see below: — AUDREY WILLIAMS JUNE

Note: More than 90 percent of faculty made at least one recommendation to students.

Digital decline

Print Remains Popular in Course Assignments

Print vs. Digital
Even though the use of digital materials has increased while the use of traditional print materials has de-
clined since 2016, print remains the most widely used format.

Share of faculty who used:

Traditional print materials E-books/digital content

Prioritizing the Price of Books
Half of faculty members considered affordable textbooks to be a personal priority in 2021, but a smaller 
share chose budget-friendly course materials to help students.

I think it's important for textbook affordability to be a priority for my institution. 57%

Textbook affordability is a priority to me. 50%

I understand my role and how it affects textbook affordability. 45%

I have decided against a course material because of the cost to students. 38%

I assign course materials below a certain price point to keep costs down for students. 36%

I would be interested in or am already a part of a textbook-affordabliity initiative  35%
   on my campus.

100%

75%

50%

25%

0
Jan. 2016 Jan. 2017 Jan. 2018 Jan. 2019 Jan. 2020 Jan. 2021

Top Recommendations
The majority of faculty members’ most-recommended sources  
for students to find course materials were campus-based in 2021.

Share of faculty who recommended:

Campus store

Amazon

Campus learning- 
management system

Campus library

Publisher website

60%

44%

43%

41%

34%

Aware of Growing Trend
About two thirds of faculty members had at least some knowledge of open 
educational resources, a source of materials that has grown in popularity  
in recent years.

Source: On Campus Research/National Association of College Stores
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familiar
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Heard of it, 
but don’t 
know much 
about it
26%

Very  
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22%

Never heard of it
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Why college presidents  
find it hard to speak up.

The Silent  
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I
N JANUARY 2017, just days after the inauguration of President Don-
ald J. Trump, the University of the Ozarks in Clarksville, Ark., an-
nounced a new social-media campaign “to celebrate its legacy of 
being a university that embraces inclusion, equality and justice.”

Richard L. Dunsworth, the president at the university, promot-
ed the hashtag #AllAreWelcomeHere on social media and encouraged 
staff to do the same. The message was not unusual for the private 
university, which has a long history of encouraging diversity. It was 
the first college in Arkansas to admit women, in 1875. Nearly half of 
current students are from low-income families, and around 30 per-
cent are international.

But within 24 hours, Dunsworth said, he received about two dozen 
angry emails from across the state telling him he shouldn’t be run-
ning a college, “split fairly evenly between people known to me and 
people who didn’t know me or the University well enough to under-
stand any context,” he said in an email. “Our efforts to support and 
reassure our students from diverse backgrounds” was perceived as 
“political, even anti-American,” he told The Chronicle.

Dunsworth is one of more than 150 college presidents who re-
sponded to a Chronicle survey on whether campus leaders censor 
themselves from speaking out on issues that might cause controver-
sy. Respondents were allowed to comment confidentially; nearly 20 of 
them, including Dunsworth, also agreed to talk with a reporter.

Now, the president of Ozarks said he is reluctant to post on social 
media. In conversation, he filters his reactions to things that may lead 
to disagreements. Instead of taking public stands on important is-
sues, Dunsworth and others say they primarily focus on internal ini-
tiatives that reflect their values.

“The political landscape has changed, things are more didactic 
and divisive, so I’m less likely to take a position on a topic that doesn’t 
have direct bearing on the institution,” he said.

Dunsworth’s experience, and his reaction, have become common 
features of the college presidency: Even a seemingly benign state-
ment by a president can unleash a torrent of criticism from alumni, 
elected officials, faculty, students, members of the governing board, 
or the public at large.

More than 80 percent of presidents chose national politics as one 
of eight topics that would cause them to self-censor their public re-
marks to avoid creating a controversy for themselves or their colleges 
(respondents could choose as many topics as necessary). Two-thirds 
of respondents chose state politics. Many also said they self-censor 
on topics that colleges have often identified as central to their mis-
sion and values, such as diversity, equity, and inclusion; gender and 
sexual identity; and racial justice.

In all, presidents find themselves caught between the compet-
ing and sometimes contradictory demands of various constitu-
ents, damned if they speak out, damned if they don’t. The difficul-
ty extends to both public and private colleges, rural and urban, faith 
based and secular. As a result, many college presidents say they have 
become more cautious about when, why, and how they communi-
cate.

Dunsworth, for his part, blames the “pressure cooker that’s gener-
ated by social media and the 24-hour news cycle.”

“It was challenging to choose just ONE reason why I feel I must 
censor my remarks about these topics,” wrote one president in the 
confidential comments. “My current students, current employees, 
alumni, donors, members of the immediate community, governing 
board members, local, state and national elected officials all con-
tain groups of people who would be offended if I shared my authen-
tic thoughts.”

Offended constituents are not all that is at stake, the same presi-
dent explained: “It would certainly cause both reputational damage 
to the institution, to our system and to higher ed in general. It would 
also impact the funding allocations to our institution.”

Ora Hirsch Pescovitz, president of Oakland University, a public re-
gional institution outside Detroit, said she is not afraid of speaking 
out on significant issues, but the fear of backlash adds to the financial 
uncertainty that many colleges are now facing. “It’s a scary time to 
be a president,” said Pescovitz. “All of us are facing declining enroll-
ment. Any attack makes life unpleasant and uncomfortable, and that 
makes it challenging to speak your mind.”

D
ESPITE the power they wield on their campuses, presidents 
occupy a unique — and uniquely vulnerable — position, 
said Sondra N. Barringer, assistant professor of higher-edu-
cation policy at Southern Methodist University and an ex-
pert in higher-education governance. Presidents are both 

the managers of campus operations and the point of contact for key 
constituents, such as alumni, athletics boosters, faculty and student 
leaders, the governing board, and elected officials.

This makes them an easy target for critics.
According to the survey, presidents most often expect criticism 

from lawmakers. When asked “which group of people is most likely to 
respond negatively if you were to publicly take a position,” presidents 
pointed to elected officials for all but one of eight possible topics — 
state and national politics, but also Covid-19 policy; diversity, equity, 
and inclusion; free speech; gender and sexual identity; and racial jus-
tice. Only academic freedom was deemed relatively safe.

“It’s a SCARY TIME to be a president. All of us are facing declining 
enrollment. Any attack makes life unpleasant and uncomfortable 

and that makes it challenging to speak your mind.”
— Ora Pescovitz, president of Oakland University, in Michigan
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Over the past decade, Republican state lawmakers, in particular, 
have taken a more adversarial stance toward higher education. As 
president, Trump pushed measures that restricted international stu-
dents from enrolling and threatened to remove federal student-aid 
eligibility for colleges that didn’t adhere to certain free-speech stan-
dards. More recently, conservative lawmakers have sought to limit 
how colleges and universities train employees on diversity and inclu-
sion and restrict what faculty members teach about race.

“As if the job wasn’t hard enough, now the Republican Party is 
making it impossible to have open dialogues in the university,” a 
president of a small, private college in the Midwest wrote in the sur-
vey’s comments section. “It is all based on not knowing what is really 
going on in colleges, and anecdotal evidence.”

Next to politicians, alumni are the group that presidents wor-
ry about most. “They have a fond memory for what their institu-
tion was, but the institution keeps changing,” said Bryon L. Grigsby, 
president of Moravian University, in Pennsylvania. Grigsby is also 
an alumnus, so he understands that tendency, but also knows that 
Moravian “can’t keep doing what it did from 1986 to 1990 when I was 
a student.” People also tend to become more conservative as they get 
older, Grigsby added. “No one likes change, and they want this to be 
a place that doesn’t change.”

Faculty are the group respondents most expect to respond nega-
tively to public statements on academic freedom, according to the 
survey results, and finish just behind politicians on the topics of 
Covid-19 policy and free speech.

Comments from some presidents suggest that the intensity of fac-
ulty responses stand out. “Faculty are often more aggressive than the 
public, media, or the legislature,” one president wrote in the com-
ments section. “They are willing to throw their institutions to the 
wolves over issues of personal conviction rather than allow the insti-
tution to navigate sensitive issues quietly as we protect the institu-
tion as a whole.”

One thing presidents do not appear worried about is that their 

Expectation for Controversy?
If you did speak openly in public on these topics, what degree of controversy would you 
expect in the public’s reaction?

“What I say as a university 
president MATTERS TO MY 
STUDENTS, and I can't shy 

away from espousing the 
values of the institution even 
though they may cause some 

controversy.”
— Richard Dunsworth, president of the University  

of the Ozarks, in Arkansas
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Controversial Topics?
In your role as college president, which topics are so controversial you self-censor your 
public remarks to avoid creating controversy for you or the institution? Public remarks 
could include speeches, institutional communications, media interviews, or legislative 
proceedings. (Select all that apply.)

National politics

State politics

Gender/sexual identity

Racial justice

Diversity, equity and inclusion

Free speech

Covid-19 policy

Academic freedom

Other

83%
66%
41%
37%
32%
20%
15%
13%
9%

Most Negative Responders?
For each topic, which group of people is most likely to respond negatively if you were to publicly take a position on the topic?

RACIAL JUSTICE DIVERSITY, EQUITY, AND INCLUSION GENDER/SEXUAL IDENTITY COVID-19 POLICY

Alumni

Current students

Major donors

Faculty

Governing board

Elected officials

National political, professional,  
  or social organizations

Other
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11%

26%
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FREE SPEECH NATIONAL POLITICS

“My job is to win friends and influence people.  
It’s crazy to think I would pick and choose who I would be nice to 

BASED ON THEIR POLITICAL VIEWS.”
— Margaret Venable, president of Dalton State University, in Georgia

Alumni

Current students

Major donors

Faculty

Governing board

Elected officials

National political, professional,  
  or social organizations

Other

comments will cost them donations. “In my experience, the people 
who play the I’m-not-giving-anymore card aren’t giving anyway,” 
said Walter M. Kimbrough, previously president at Dillard University, 
in New Orleans. “I’m petty enough to check,” said Kimbrough, who 
was recently named an executive in residence at the University of 
Southern California’s Race and Equity Center. “If a serious donor has 
a concern, they’ll approach it a different way.”

H
OW DO PRESIDENTS manage the challenge of speaking out? Sev-
eral of them describe saying less and saying it more cau-
tiously to preserve the authority of their position or avoid 
being drawn into partisan political fights.

“There is always pressure for ‘the institution’ to re-
spond to political or social events,” Brian Lenzmeier, president of 
Buena Vista University, in Iowa, wrote in the comments section of 
the survey. “Presidents could spend all day every day writing in-
stitutional responses to events, but once you start, where do you 
draw a line?”

“Taking positions on social and political events, during this time 
of great political divisiveness, reduces a president’s ability to do the 
work that needs to be done right now,” Lenzmeier continued, “which 
is to show humility and empathy around these topics, and to bring 
people from differing sides together to broker productive conversa-
tions, the type of conversations that lead to greater understanding 
and helps to find common ground.”

Caution about a president speaking on social and political issues 
has become an important facet of managing a college’s reputation. 
Teresa Valerio Parrot, the founder of TVP Communications, said that 
presidents need to be strategic about when and how they speak pub-
licly, evaluating where the pressure is coming from. “Presidents are 
inundated with requests from small groups to weigh in,” she said, 
and they need to ask, “Is this a sample size that really needs to be re-
sponded to?”

For many presidents, weighing in on any topic comes with the dan-
ger of being seen as taking a political stance.

“It’s a dangerous situation for the president to become political or 
to be perceived as political,” said Margaret H. Venable, president of 
Dalton State College in Georgia. “If I make a public statement that I 
like cats better than dogs, that creates unhappiness with the institu-
tion.”

Venable said she has personal and professional values that she is 
willing to stand up for, such as free speech and academic freedom. 
But because Dalton State is a public college, she can’t afford to tick 
off state officials who appropriate money. So she avoids weighing in 
even on some state laws that affect her campus, such as a 2017 Geor-
gia law that allowed concealed carry of firearms on public college 
campuses.

“We are funded by the state legislature, so why would I refuse to co-
operate with any of these people?” she said, “My job is to win friends 
and influence people. It’s crazy to think I would pick and choose who 
I would be nice to based on their political views.”

Some issues, though, become controversial no matter what posi-
tion the president takes.

“Some of the strongest responses have come in response to Covid,” 
said Pescovitz, who is also a medical doctor and pressed for Oakland 
University to adopt a vaccine mandate despite pushback from some 
parents and state legislators. “Factual information is being presented, 
but people respond in a partisan way,” she said.

Some presidents stress that although they may avoid taking public 
stands, they are trying to do more to address issues on campus, espe-
cially for minority or disadvantaged groups.

“Actions speak louder than words,” said Lenzmeier at Buena Vis-
ta. For example, the college did not issue a statement denouncing the 
murder of George Floyd in Minneapolis, Lenzmeier said, but added 
personnel and programs to the institution’s Center for Diversity and 
Inclusion. Lenzmeier also spoke with concerned individuals on cam-
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pus about what the college needed. Those measures “mostly satis-
fied” people who wanted a public statement, he said.

The University of the Ozarks took a similar approach after Floyd’s 
murder. Dunsworth, the president, held small meetings for stu-
dents and others to share their thoughts and experiences. That effort 
seemed to satisfy his campus, Dunsworth said, but he has continued 
to reflect on his own silence after students questioned why he hadn’t 
posted anything on social media.

“Students are watching,” Dunsworth said. “What I say as a uni-
versity president matters to my students, and I can’t shy away from 
espousing the values of the institution even though they may cause 
some controversy.”

T
HE TRADE-OFF Dunsworth and other presidents have to consider 
is whether avoiding a short-term controversy risks alienating 
students and faculty and others on campus.

Robert T. Palmer, chair and professor in educational lead-
ership and policy studies at Howard University, notes that si-

lence on racial issues may prevent backlash from politicians or others 
outside the institution, but it sends a message of indifference to stu-
dents of color.

“I’m troubled,” Palmer said. “We expect students to get an educa-
tion, but what kind of examples are college leaders setting?” Presi-
dents who tell students they support diversity and inclusion are “hyp-
ocritical,” he said, if they don’t have the courage to speak out and 
raise awareness to the public at large.

Alex C. Lange, assistant professor of higher-education leader-
ship at Colorado State University, said that remaining silent on cul-
ture-war issues may keep presidents out of the spotlight, but it also 
bolsters those who want to undermine inclusion of LGBTQ students 
and staff.

Extra programs and resources are good, but without a clear state-
ment supporting the LGBTQ community, people wonder how strong 
support is for those efforts, said Lange. “The message is the floor of 
support. Without that floor, why would faculty and students believe 
those programs have any weight or meaning?”

The U.S. Supreme Court’s ruling that there is no constitutional 
right to abortion has provided something of a real-time case study 
on whether and how presidents speak on important matters. At least 
one of the presidents interviewed by The Chronicle has issued a public 
statement responding to the court’s decision.

“Access to equitable and quality reproductive healthcare must be 
at the heart of our national discussion in the aftermath of today’s U.S. 
Supreme Court decision,” said a prepared statement from Pescovitz 
at Oakland University and Duane Mezwa, dean of Oakland’s medical 

school. The statement included support for the position of the Asso-
ciation of American Medical Colleges, which “strongly opposed” the 
court’s decision.

Several other presidents indicated they are still wrestling over 
whether to issue a statement. The summer, with many students and 
faculty away from campus, has given leaders time to consider speak-
ing out.

At Greensboro College, which is affiliated with the United Meth-
odist Church, President Lawrence D. Czarda has released statements 
on other potentially controversial issues, including affirming the col-
lege’s commitment to diversity following the church’s opposition to 
same-sex marriage and ordaining LGBTQ clergy. But Czarda said he 
does not intend to speak out on the Supreme Court’s ruling, though it 
“affects every woman here and many men.”

Czarda said the difference in this case is that although the court’s 
ruling affects the students at Greensboro, it doesn’t necessarily af-
fect the institution. “This is a pure, subjective judgment,” Czarda said 
about his decision, and because it is summer, he is not feeling pres-
sure from faculty or students to make a statement now.

Ali R. Malekzadeh, president of Roosevelt University in Chicago, 
said his institution is dedicated to social justice and has been quick 
to weigh in on issues of race. But the question of abortion rights re-
quires caution, he said, though more than 60 percent of Roosevelt’s 
undergraduates are women.

“The George Floyd death was so stark that the entire nation rec-
ognized it,” he said. But the court’s decision on Dobbs is too new, 
Malekzadeh told a reporter in late June, and “presidents have to be 
thoughtful.” The following day, however, Malekzadeh issued a state-
ment in which the university acknowledged “that reproductive free-
dom is vital, including in some cases for access to higher education.”

Even as they recognize the dilemma, some presidents worry that 
by constraining their own speech, they are contributing to their own 
diminished standing and perhaps even undermining the reputation 
of higher education broadly.

The court’s ruling in Dobbs was a “seismic shift,” said Reggies Wen-
yika, president of Ottawa University’s campus in Ottawa, Kan., but 
it’s unlikely he will take a stance. “In the past, some college presi-
dents would come out and write an op-ed to give a calm perspective” 
on social issues, Wenyika said. But “the college president is somewhat 
weakened from the president of 20 or 30 years ago,” he added. “Now 
you have to make sure you don’t ruffle feathers no matter what you 
feel or what your conscience is dictating.” 

Eric Kelderman covers issues of power, politics, and purse strings in 
higher education. You can find him on Twitter @etkeld.

“The college president is somewhat weakened from the president  
of 20 or 30 years ago. Now you have to make sure you  

DON’T RUFFLE FEATHERS no matter what you feel  
or what your conscience is dictating.”

— Reggies Wenyika, president of Ottawa University’s campus in Kansas
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L
IKE a lot of college presidents, Steven C. Bahls knows what it’s 
like to wake up to an inbox full of angry emails.

Bahls, who retired as president of Augustana College earli-
er this month, has spoken in support of some issues that might 
be seen as controversial, such as supporting same-sex unions 

in the college chapel, explicitly defending free speech for conserva-
tive students on campus, and opposing President Donald J. Trump’s 
efforts to end legal protections for undocumented minors, known as 
Dreamers.

For some presidents, those positions could cause tensions with 
their colleges’ governing board. But not at Augustana, in large part 
because Bahls and the trustees agreed to a set of guiding principles 
on what topics the president and other administrators will speak 
about publicly.

In a Chronicle survey of presidents, respondents did not often iden-
tify their board as a source of concern about their public statements, 
except on the issue of state politics. But in interviews, many campus 
leaders said they still take care not to surprise their boards.

“I write the statement, give the board a pre-statement, and I inform 
them a bit in advance of what I am putting out,” said Ora Hirsch Pes-
covitz, president of Oakland University, a public institution where the 
board members are appointed by the governor. “I don’t ask permis-
sion because I have a board with eight people,” she said, and it’s too 
hard to find agreement if you have that many people trying to edit a 
statement together.

While board members may not always share Pescovitz’s views, she 
said, they have, so far, supported her.

Bahls said he wrote the guidelines at Augustana after he had spo-
ken in favor of blessing same-sex unions in the campus chapel. The 
guidelines “were not forced on me,” he said. “The board chair and I 
thought we should be more deliberate.”

The idea for the guidelines came from Paul C. Pribbenow, presi-
dent of Augsburg University in Minneapolis, who said he first drafted 
his own principles following a 2012 statement in support of same-sex 
marriage. 

Augustana’s framework, which Bahls shared with The Chronicle, 
directs the president and other college officials to consider wheth-
er and how an issue relates to the college’s mission and values or 
its strategic plans before taking any position. Administrators must 
also consider whether the college can “participate in a non-partisan 
manner” and “if there is an effective platform” from which to make 
a statement.

The guidelines also lay out how persistently the college will en-
gage on a topic based on the centrality of its connection to the in-
stitution’s mission and values. A strong relationship — such as 

“commitment to diversity and inclusion, safety or well-being issues 
impacting our students and the importance of freedom of expres-
sion on campus” — means Augustana will take strong public stanc-
es on that topic.

Local government issues that affect the college are a lower priority, 
and in those cases, the college opts to communicate with specific in-
dividuals or agencies.

For some topics, someone besides the president may be the right 
person to speak publicly, the guidelines recommend. In other in-
stances, the college will show its support by joining a statement with 
other institutions.

On matters such as partisan elections, “Augustana defers to others 
more suited to speak,” the guidelines state.

The document isn’t meant to restrict everything the president talks 
about, Bahls said: He was free to speak his mind when teaching, for 
example, or during office hours.

When a topic fits within the guidelines, it allows the president to 
make a strong statement, rather than one that seeks to address an is-
sue by being completely anodyne. When colleges began to respond to 
the murder of George Floyd, Bahls said, some of the statements were 
“mealy-mouthed.”

On an issue like that, college presidents shouldn’t hold back, he 
said.

“I do think there’s a danger here of mandating rules as opposed to 
setting guidelines,” Bahls said. “It’s dangerous when a board puts a 
straitjacket on a president about what they say.” — ERIC KELDERMAN

One President’s Playbook for Public Statements

AUGUSTANA COLLEGE

Steven C. Bahls

“Presidents could spend all day every day writing institutional responses 
to events, but once you start, where do you DRAW A LINE?”

— Brian Lenzmeier, president of Buena Vista University, in Iowa
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Only if it’s 
built  

to empower 
instructors.

Can a Teaching Track 
IMPROVE  
Undergraduate 

Education? 

BY BECKIE 
SUPIANO



J
ENNIFER L. WONG-MA had a tenure-track job in com-
puter science more than a decade ago at Stony Brook 
University. But she found herself more interested in 
her teaching than in her research. A few years in, she 
decided it was time for a change.

So Wong-Ma talked to her chair. He was understand-
ing, she recalls. But the department had two flavors of 
faculty career: the tenure track, with its heavy tilt to-
ward research; or annual contracts to teach classes as a 
lecturer. The chair got creative and, in 2013, finessed a 
way to keep Wong-Ma at the same salary in a non-  
tenure-track job, where she’d teach twice as many 
courses. Her position, oddly, was called “research assis-
tant faculty.”

Wong-Ma knew her department valued her, but she 
didn’t have a path for advancement, or even stability — 

her position was an annual appointment. Over time, the 
department brought in other instructors doing similar 
work, despite the lack of an official position for it. Wong-
Ma and her colleagues noticed that other universities 
had created paths more or less parallel to the tenure 
track for professors like them.

In 2018, Wong-Ma took a job in one of those teaching 
tracks. She’s now an associate professor of teaching at 
the University of California at Irvine. A California native 
with extended family in the state, Wong-Ma found the 
move appealing for personal reasons. But the UC system 
also offered a track with features Wong-Ma didn’t have 
in her previous position. Now she has a title that fits her 
role, a path for career advancement, and as a “lecturer 
with security of employment,” job protections compara-
ble to tenure.

A growing number of research universities have formal-
ized teaching tracks like the University of California’s. De-
signed well, these tracks have the potential to put a dent 
in two significant problems facing higher ed: facul-
ty burnout and disappointing educational out-
comes. Offering at least some instructors 
more security and a path to advancement 
could make universities more hospitable plac-
es for them to work. And establishing longer-term 
relationships with professors who have teaching 
expertise could recenter undergraduate education as 
a real priority. As it stands, even as pressure grows to better 
support students, university structures — and culture — still 
reward research. Teaching often feels like an afterthought.

“There’s so much happening in the public-research-universi-
ty space around what you might call educational accountability,” 
says Jody Greene, associate vice provost for teaching and learning, 
and founding director of the Center for Innovations in Teaching and 
Learning at the University of California at Santa Cruz. “And nobody 
is taking anything off anybody’s plate. So how are we going to be 
successful at turning around our outcomes for undergraduates and 
ensuring equitable outcomes? Unless we have some people who are 
freed up to really put their attention on this, and unless we can com-
municate to the research faculty: You’d better respect these folks, be-
cause they’re saving your ass right now.”

Teaching tracks are still very much in the construction stage, with 
universities sorting out what titles, responsibilities, and job security 
to offer these professors and how to evaluate their work. So far, there 
seem to be as many different models for a teaching track as there are 
universities that offer it. Some of those models make the respect of 
tenure-track colleagues more likely; none can guarantee it.

The way these jobs are structured, and the way people in them are 
treated, will help answer the bigger question of what, exactly, univer-
sities are building here. A teaching track might elevate undergradu-
ate instruction and the instructors who put it first. But the new track 
also risks cementing their second-class citizenship.

C
OLLEGE TEACHING is in the midst of a transformation. Growing 
numbers of professors are using active-learning strategies, 
allowing students more agency, and practicing inclusive 
pedagogies. But most professors weren’t really taught how 
to teach. Figuring it out now is hard work that usually goes 

unrewarded.

A teaching track might improve undergrad-
uate instruction in two main ways. Professors 
on that track could do a particularly good job in 
their own classrooms — and perhaps be placed 
in gateway and other pivotal courses. And they 
might more broadly improve a university’s teach-

ing culture.
There is some encouraging early evidence 
on both counts.

One crack at the classroom question 
comes from a 2015 paper, “Are Tenure Track 

Professors Better Teachers?,” published in The 
Review of Economics and Statistics. The study sought 

to measure the impact of instructors on students’ suc-
cess at Northwestern University, considering whether stu-

dents who took an introductory course with them in the first 
semester of college went on to take another course in the same de-
partment and, if so, how they did in that subsequent course. It found 
a broad range.

The study then compared tenure-track and non-tenure-track 
professors. Non-tenure-track professors made more of a dif-
ference, according to the study — a finding driven by dif-
ferences at the bottom: The lowest quintile of ten-
ure-track professors made less of a difference than 
the lowest quintile of those not on the tenure track.

The study has sometimes been misinterpreted to show 
that tenure-track professors are worse teachers, says David 
N. Figlio, one of its authors. That’s not correct, he says — pro-
fessors in the top three-quarters of each group have similar student 
outcomes. But the results do show that hiring and retaining profes-
sors for their teaching brings benefits.

Most of the non-tenure-track teachers of intro courses captured 
by the study were lecturers on longer-term contracts. Northwest-
ern didn’t quite have a teaching track at the time, though it was 
moving in that direction — a process the study’s findings acceler-
ated, says Figlio, who co-wrote the paper as an economics profes-
sor at Northwestern and recently became provost of the University 
of Rochester.

It stands to reason that teaching faculty would be good at their pri-
mary job function. But many universities’ teaching tracks require 
them to demonstrate a broader impact, through service, research, or 
some combination of the two.

That could mean serving on a committee to revise the curricu-
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lum. Running a program. Working with the teaching center to offer 
colleagues professional development. Conducting research in one’s 
discipline, discipline-based education, or the scholarship of teaching 
and learning. Serving in administrative roles related to undergradu-
ate education.

Do those contributions make a difference? That’s one of Brian Sa-
to’s research questions. Like many teaching-track professors, Sato 
came up in a traditional discipline — biology — and segued into con-
ducting discipline-based education research. Now a teaching profes-
sor of molecular biology and biochemistry at Irvine, Sato is investi-
gating whether teaching-track professors in the UC system can be 
“change agents” on their campuses.

Sato, who is also an associate dean in the division of teaching ex-
cellence and innovation, has done interview studies showing that re-
search faculty turn to their teaching-track colleagues for advice. He’s 
also conducted network analyses finding that teaching-track faculty 
figure heavily in conversations about teaching and diversity. And he’s 
investigating teaching-track professors’ impacts on teaching practic-
es and on student outcomes. Through all this research, he hopes to 
shed more light on how well the teaching track works to improve un-
dergraduate instruction.

P
ERHAPS universities’ approaches to teaching tracks vary so 
widely because institutions must construct these tracks 
within existing academic structures, policies, and norms. 
The faculty members who don’t emphasize teaching, after 
all, have generally been encouraged throughout their ca-

reers to make research a priority.
Figlio, the Rochester provost, counts himself a believer in the 

scholar-teacher model that both Northwestern and Rochester em-
phasize to prospective students. As he sees it, a well-designed 
teaching track doesn’t work against that model but actually sup-
ports it.

The scholar-teacher model works best, he says, when tenure-track 
faculty members teach courses related to their expertise. Sometimes 
that leaves gaps, such as when students need a course that doesn’t 
fall under anyone’s research area. Professional instructors, Figlio 
says, can cover those courses. Such instructors can adapt more read-
ily as students’ needs change, since they don’t have to worry about 
aligning their courses to their research interests.

To realize those benefits, “it’s very important to treat instruction-
al-track faculty as professionals, as colleagues, as valued — and 
as not expendable,” Figlio says. “There are lots of different ways in 
which institutions might grapple with how to do that.”

Universities aren’t likely to start paying their best teaching-track 
professors what they pay star researchers. But they might make them 
feel more valued with better titles.

So far, universities are all over the place on what to call their 
teaching-track professors, which makes for a confusing landscape. 
Some universities have stuck with “instructor” or “lecturer” titles, 
but many have sought to differentiate teaching-track positions from 
adjunct ones. Some have assistant teaching professors, associate 
teaching professors, and full teaching professors. Some use those 
ranks but don’t add “teaching,” so that titles on the teaching and 
tenure tracks are identical. Some have adapted pre-existing “clin-
ical” or “of the practice” titles for professors with a teaching focus. 
Virginia Tech has a teaching track with titles modified by the word 
“collegiate.”

Andrew DeOrio’s title is “lecturer IV,” which probably doesn’t con-
vey much to anyone outside of the University of Michigan, where he 
has taught in the computer-science department on the Ann Arbor 
campus for a decade.

Computer-science professors are in demand: Student demand is 
high, and most faculty members could also work in industry, where 
they would probably earn more than in academe. Recruiting com-
puter-science instructors has been tough, so DeOrio has been push-
ing for change.

“One aspect of the problem is demonstrating that the institu-

tion recognizes the contributions and respects the contributions of 
teaching-focused faculty,” he says. “A title would help communicate 
that institutional value, to both their existing faculty and to prospec-
tive faculty.”

He’s made some headway. The system recently approved a new 
working title, “teaching professor,” which the first group of qualified 
lecturers can begin applying for this fall.

It’s a start, DeOrio says. “We really need to have some assis-
tant-teaching-professor and associate-teaching-professor titles.” 
That, he says, would help with “communicating that teaching- 
focused faculty is a career, and there is career development that hap-
pens over time.”

H
ANS VAN OOSTROM has had an unusual opportunity to help 
design one such career track. Van Oostrom, an associate 
professor, is the founding chair of the department of engi-
neering education at the University of Florida, which brings 
together teaching faculty who teach core engineering 

courses using innovative, evidence-based pedagogies and conduct 
related research.

In 2018, Florida hired 500 new faculty members, half of them in 
non-tenure-track roles. That included a large cohort in engineering, 
allowing the university to convert an institute of engineering educa-
tion into a department and reduce its reliance on large engineering 
lecture courses. “We all know that that’s not the way to teach them,” 
van Oostrom says, “but we just didn’t have the resources to do that 
any better.”

While they teach courses across the university’s undergraduate 
engineering programs, clustering instructors in the engineering-ed-
ucation department allows them to support one another. “The first 
step is to not have single lecturers in departments, or one or two or 
three, that then the rest of the 40 faculty will see as lesser faculty,” he 
says, “which is what has always happened.” Being organized as a de-
partment brings other benefits, van Oostrom says. For instance, the 
teaching-track faculty can get money to cover travel to conferences 
without competing for it against their tenure-track colleagues.

The next consideration, he says, is how teaching professors are 
evaluated. The university already had a progression of non-tenure-
track titles: lecturer, senior lecturer, and master lecturer. But it wasn’t 
always clear, van Oostrom says, how to move up those ranks. The de-
partment spearheaded the creation of new criteria for evaluating the 
performance of teaching-track professors, he says, using a portfolio 
rather than looking only at their student course evaluations, a mea-
sure that’s known to be flawed.

The department has further formalized the teaching-professor 
track with new working titles that put “instructional” in front of the 
assistant, associate, and full ranks and by clarifying the university’s 
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use of continuing contracts. The instructional professors do not have 
access to tenure.

T
HAT’S NOT UNUSUAL. On most teaching tracks, the best job secu-
rity available is a longer-term contract without potential for 
tenure. How much does that matter? It’s a tricky time to be 
considering that question.

One argument against giving teaching-track faculty 
members tenure is that they don’t really need it, since they aren’t 
engaged in research requiring tenure to protect their academ-
ic freedom. But academic freedom is needed every bit as badly in 
the classroom, says Adrianna Kezar, a professor of higher educa-
tion and director of the Pullias Center for Higher Education at the 
University of Southern California. States’ moves to restrict the 
way professors teach about race are just one example, Kezar says. 
“With how polarized the country’s getting,” she says, “I can see all 
sorts of fields being attacked.”

The question of whether to offer tenure to teaching-track pro-
fessors is complicated by the uncertain future of tenure itself. The 
field is ripe for a model that decouples the protection of academ-
ic freedom from guaranteed lifetime employment, Kezar says. But 
that protection is still needed, and needed across the board.

Even if academic freedom can be uncoupled from tenure, it 
matters to faculty members. That’s because it’s a proxy for so 
much else. Tenured professors have a voice and a vote in some 
university decisions that are closed off to their colleagues. Tenure 
is also a shorthand and a symbol. Like a perfect SAT score or an 
Ivy League diploma, it’s taken to mean that someone’s smart and 
has made it to the top on that basis.

To Christine Cucciarre, a professor of English at the University 
of Delaware who is on the teaching track, this is the sticking point. 
At Delaware, teaching professors’ titles are identical to those of 
their counterparts on the tenure track. They focus on teaching but 
wear other hats, too. They can eventually get onto a rolling con-
tract. But they cannot earn tenure.

“You can look at it optimistically,” Cucciarre says, and think, 
‘Good for the research universities, who are finally saying that 
teaching has the same status as research, and undergraduate edu-
cation, graduate education, are as important as research money.’”

But that’s not really what universities are saying, Cucciarre says. 
“It’s a way to create a hierarchy,” she says — “there are tenured 
people, and then there are teaching-track people. And tenured 
professors are real professors, and teaching-track people are pro-
fessors — but they’re really just teachers.”

Kelly MacFarlane, a teaching professor in the department of his-
tory, classics, and religion at the University of Alberta, in Edmon-
ton, Canada, feels similarly. MacFarlane has carried a full course 
load for 19 years, while also “creating new courses, improving old 
courses, keeping up with my field,” she says. “I would absolute-
ly stack my research output against a number of my tenured col-
leagues.”

MacFarlane’s position comes with many benefits, she acknowl-
edges, some of which are the fruit of successful advocacy from 
people in similar jobs. “But at the same time, I want tenure,” she 
says. “For the love of God, I want a sabbatical.”

In a better system, MacFarlane says, the only difference be-
tween the teaching and traditional tracks would be how much 
time professors are expected to devote to the different aspects of 
the job.

Perhaps that’s where this is all eventually headed. The Univer-
sity of California has its “lecturers with security of employment” 
status. Worcester Polytechnic University, in Massachusetts, re-
cently made a splash for creating a teaching track that includes 
tenure; its first cohort of teaching professors will go up for tenure 
in about a year.

The structural changes at WPI have been years in the making, 
says Destin Heilman, a professor of teaching in chemistry and 
biochemistry who co-chaired the faculty task force that helped 

design them. The next part of the process is cultural change. “De-
spite the fact that we now have an equivalent tenure track for 
teaching faculty,” Heilman says, “there’s the danger of it still be-
ing perceived as lesser.”

Among the challenges that remain: “It’s really unclear for teach-
ing faculty when they’re doing their merit, how they’re being eval-
uated,” says Wong-Ma, the computer scientist who moved to Ir-
vine.

By and large, universities don’t do a good job of evaluating 
teaching in general. Many still rely on student course evalua-
tions, despite the research showing they can be biased and may 
not measure the right criteria. Those flaws are compounded when 
teaching is the primary work on which a professor is being judged.

This dependence on course evaluations puts teaching-track 
professors who conduct related research in a further bind, notes 
Wong-Ma. These professors use their classrooms as their labs. 
Running an experiment means trying something new, she says. 
But at course-evaluation time, students tend to ding professors for 
trying new things. That leaves being recognized as a successful 
teacher and advancing evidence on what works in the classroom 
at odds.

Then there’s the question of whether a teaching professor’s de-
partmental colleagues are sufficiently familiar with the scholar-
ship of teaching or discipline-based education research to evalu-
ate it. “Given that nobody gets a teaching professor job in the UC 
without a research Ph.D.,” says Greene, the Santa Cruz associate 
vice provost, “I actually think it makes more sense for a teaching 
professor to vote on the personnel file of a research faculty mem-
ber than the reverse.”

There’s a strong case for teaching professors to have more- 
expansive voting rights, Greene argues, “because we believe that 
they are perfectly capable of assessing the research of their col-
leagues — and they are particularly good agents in helping with 
assessing the teaching of their colleagues.” The university is dis-
cussing the issue, Greene says.

In his research on whether teaching professors can be agents of 
change on their campuses, Sato has identified some other hurdles. 
Departments able to hire such professors often give priority to 
short-term needs: what classes they need taught now, rather than 
a longer-term strategy.

If universities really want their teaching professors to make a 
difference, he says, then they need to ensure they have funding 
— and time. “If you expect folks to have an impact outside of the 
classroom,” Sato says, “you have to give these individuals the abil-
ity to do things outside of the classroom.”

The question, then, is whether universities really want their 
teaching professors to have that kind of power. 

Beckie Supiano writes about teaching, learning, and the human  
interactions that shape them. Follow her on Twitter @becksup.
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In a constantly changing world, the 
only thing we know for certain is 
that challenges do not come with 
an instruction book.

Students entering and navigating the perplexing 
maze of the working world will soon learn that 
it is impossible to be wholly prepared and that 
perfection is not equal to success. To improve, 
we must figure it out as we go. And one of the 
greatest ways to build up this skill of flexibility, 
creativity, and confidence in your way of working 
is through experience; one of the reasons why 
internships have always been such a sought-after 
piece of information in a resume. As written proof 
of the intangible skill set not accessible through 
theory but gained in practice.

Remote internships add another layer. They 
prepare students for a constantly changing labor 
market, one that inherently gravitates towards what 
is the new normal. And as we have all seen, the 
new normal is not bound by geographic borders.

Even before the COVID-19 pandemic, many 
companies recognized the benefits of remote 
internships, encouraging students and young 
professionals to take the first step into their 
business, getting a glimpse of what it means to 
work for them, regardless of which part of the 
world the intern connects to the meetings from.

As in sync, Higher Educational Institutions are 
increasingly expanding their remote internship 
opportunities, noticing its plentiful benefits for 
their students. One of them being Università 
Cattolica del Sacro Cuore, Milan, Italy. With its 
virtual exchange program, Università Cattolica 
offers a vast range of virtual internships for their 
domestic students wishing to do an internship at 
an international company, but also international 
students wanting to undertake an internship at an 
Italian company.

Marie Russo, from the coastal city of 
Wollongong, Australia, is one of the international 
students who took part in Università Cattolica’s 
virtual exchange program in 2019. As her Italian 
grandparents migrated to Australia after World 
War II, she explains how they have always 
done a great job encouraging her curiosity 
about their family’s roots. Thus, when she saw 
the opportunity to get first-hand experience of 
working in an Italian company, in the middle of 
a global pandemic when experiences such as 

internships were restricted, to 
begin with, she was thrilled.

Whilst undertaking her 
Bachelor of Laws and Bache-
lor of Arts, majoring in Italian 
and Marketing, Advertising 
and Communication, at the 
University of Wollongong, 
the internship offered her 
the best of both worlds. “It 
combined my willingness to 
do an internship with a place 
that I really wanted to under-
stand the workforce better 
and interact with people in a 
different context, outside of 
family and friends.” And at 
the same time, it gave her the 

possibility to learn more about her Italian roots.
“The reason behind choosing the exchange, 

and I think a big part of what made it valuable 
was that despite it being online, the difference in 
culture, the difference in lifestyle, the difference 
in attitude towards life, the mindset, all those 
things were still there.”

Marco Palillo, a domestic student of Università 
Cattolica, also got to encounter this uniting of 
different worlds. Whilst living in Italy, for four 
months during the summer of 2020, he enjoyed 
the international breeze of a company based 
in Tokyo, Japan. For him, the remote internship 
was his very first employment experience and 
there was much to learn. With colleagues from 
all over the world, coordinating more than four 
timezones; the word cultures - in plural - was 
given a proper voice.

Not to mention the aspect of managing your 
own time. Since working from home erases 
the otherwise clear boundaries of work-life 
balance, getting the right support and guidance 
is essential. Luckily, Marco was provided with 
just that directly from the company. “Once a 
week we, the interns, had a call with the Human 
Resource Department ensuring that we were 
doing ok, that our tasks were clear and provided 
practical guidance of how to incorporate breaks 
into our workday.”

The remote internship experiences allowed 
both Marie and Marco to see a part of the world 
they could not currently travel to, for reasons 
out of their control. Of course, going to another 
country and experiencing the culture in person, 
with all your senses, is a wonderful experience. 
But talking about the benefits of an in-person 
internship does not take away from the innate 
benefits of remote internships.

In fact, you are still experiencing the culture - 
and it is not less, it is simply in another way. A 
way that is perhaps more representative of the 
future workplace.

With companies increasing the amount of work 
taking place remotely and decreasing things 
such as international business trips; realizing 
those meetings can more efficiently and with 

less cost - and not to mention, better for our 
planet - be carried out online. Thus, everything 
from practical skills of time management to 
knowing how to approach each other in a way 
that illustrates intercultural skill through a screen, 
understanding our differences, and similarities, 
are more crucial than ever.

Remote internships are hence a way for 
employers to find talents, eager-to-learn spirits, 
from all over the world. It allows those who seek 
opportunities to demonstrate what they are 
capable of, even if they can’t travel there in person.

And this was exactly what Alessandro De 
Micco, a recent graduate student of Università 
Cattolica, experienced. Living in Milan, Italy, and 
being interested to work for a company in China, 
he was not able to go there in person due to 
the COVID-19 pandemic but decided to put his 
best foot forward as an eager remote working 
intern. One month later, Alessandro was hired - 
the company offered him a full-time job. And he 
proudly accepted.
“I simply tried to stay present in every moment 

and work hard on every occasion.” And the fear of 
making mistakes never overshone Alessandro’s 
hunger to learn. “While some people prefer 
silence during meetings, I prefer asking if I 
don’t understand something. In the very first 
meeting I asked the CEO to clarify some points, 
for example.” The willingness to learn and the 
courage to ask questions worked to Alessandro’s 
advantage, making him stand out from the crowd.

The opportunity to take part in the remote 
internship program before becoming an employee 
was for Alessandro a huge benefit, as it offered 
the first glance into the work itself. “A remote 
internship can truly help you grasp the reality of a 
company, which can help you choose in a better 
way whether to make the big move to another 
country or not.”

Whether it be a pandemic that restricts traveling 
or a question of cost, the remote internships 
allow the inclusion of more people, from more 
diverse backgrounds. Even though it comes 
with an economic cost too, it is a completely 
different story from getting on a plane, sometimes 
across the globe, for months; not to mention 
accommodation and cost of living.

As Marie emphasizes, “I think it’s an equalizer, 
an opportunity, and it fills a gap - since many 
people can’t afford to just stop living. Having 
those intercultural conversations allows us to 
build up our industry and learn from the experts. 
An international mindset and willingness to find 
people overseas who want to share their wisdom 
and their knowledge will help you develop your 
skills, too.”

Being able to continue doing what you do, 
whether it be working or studying, but at the 
same time getting a full experience such as an 
internship, is a game-changer, and it captures 
what the future is all about: a united perspective. 
Gaining intercultural experience and welcoming 
more corners of the world to step in and be a 
part of the future we are creating. Sharing the 
knowledge that otherwise could have gone lost, 
and growing, together.

The future is indeed uncertain, but we decide 
what to do with it.
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More than 39 million Americans have some college and no degree.  
What will it take to get them graduated?

An Adult Student’s  
Hard Lessons 

D
EVON MITCHELL just got the final touches on a new tattoo and is running 5 min-
utes late for a meeting at Dunkin’.

“It’s a phoenix,” she says, rolling up the leg of her jeans to reveal a colorful 
bird that spreads its ornate wings up the curve of her left calf.

The new tattoo covers up a gecko — one she got ages ago that she no longer 
feels represents her journey. She chose a phoenix, she says, because “they always rise 
up.”

Raised as a peripatetic military brat, Mitchell, 43, has rebounded from a drug charge, 
a near-fatal bout of pneumonia, and a brush with MRSA after spinal surgery.

Now, after a series of what she describes as low-paying, dead-end jobs, Mitchell is in 
her second semester as a business student at Roane State Communi-
ty College, about an hour northwest of Knoxville, Tenn., and works full-
time at DWK Life Sciences, a medical-glass factory in nearby Rockwood, 

where she mindlessly pops corks into vials 12 hours a day.
By local standards, it’s pretty good pay — at $15 an hour, it’s definitely a step up from 

her last job working at a local supermarket, where she started at $11.25 an hour.
“I don’t do without,” she says. “I don’t starve.”
But she hates her job. “I don’t think that I’m too good for it or anything,” she says. “I 

just know that if I was to do that for the rest of my life, it would be a waste. Because I am 
smart. I don’t mean that to sound conceited. But I’m just capable of so much more.”

Mitchell is one of more than 39 million Americans with some college credit but noth-
ing to show for it, locked out of a burgeoning number of jobs that require a degree or 
workforce credential.

WILLIAM DESHAZER FOR THE CHRONICLE
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Enrollment at community and technical colleges has been slid-
ing for more than a decade, down about a million students over-
all from a peak enrollment of more than 8 million in 2010, when a 
strong economy began to lure more college-going students into the 
workforce. The Covid-19 pandemic sidelined many service industry 
workers without degrees, but, as the country began to recover, so 
did the job market, with demand for workers driving wage growth 
at an unprecedented rate. Two-year institutions lost on average 15 
percent of their enrollment between the fall of 2019 and 2021, ac-
cording to data compiled by the National Student Clearinghouse 
Research Center, with some colleges losing as much as 25 percent of 
their enrollment.

But boom times don’t last. Postsecondary degrees and workforce 
credentials still offer more reliable paths to long-term, stable employ-
ment with good pay. And for those who are first-generation college 
students or coming from impoverished families, finding those paths 
— and staying on them — is never easy.

Mitchell first attempted to earn a degree nearly two decades ago 
and has since been on a meandering journey that has involved sev-
eral romantic relationships, raising a child, menial employment, 
personal mistakes, a misunderstanding with one college that led to 
nearly $10,000 in student-loan debt, and a new, state-funded start 
with another.

In some ways, her path to an education is relatively easy compared 
to many others — she now attends classes free of charge, for example.

But her story illustrates the myriad challenges millions of nontra-
ditional students face in making their dreams come true and com-
munity-college administrators have getting them into, and through, 
school.

B
ORN in Harriman, Tenn., as a kid Mitchell moved to wherever 
the U.S. Army assigned her mother to serve. They often butt-
ed heads — she twice ran away from home — and Mitchell 
occasionally bounced back to Tennessee to live with her ma-
ternal grandparents. She spent time in a local mental-health 

facility and in a group home. “It was never a matter of not feeling 
loved or anything,” she says of her family conflicts. “It was just hard.” 
After her mother returned to Harriman to stay, Mitchell graduated 
from Rockwood High School in 1996.

She didn’t head straight to college after high school. She thought 
about the Army, but her mother talked her out of it. She worked as a 
waitress. Sometimes she didn’t work. “Jobs were a dime a dozen,” she 
says. “You get mad at work. You just think, I’m done. I’ll find another 
job in a few days.” But the jobs didn’t pay much and offered little fu-
ture.

In 2002, when she was 23, Mitchell gave birth to a daughter, Elaina, 
and followed Elaina’s father out to California, but the relationship 
didn’t work out. Within a few months, she was back in Rockwood and 
ready for a new start. She enrolled at Roane State intending to study 
psychology. After her own youthful turmoil, she thought, “maybe I 
could help somebody, prevent them from getting in trouble and help 
them work through their stuff.”

The first semester went fine. She was working, had Elaina in day-
care, and somehow managed. By the second semester, however, 
“it was just too much,” she says. “I was still a kid. I hadn’t grown up 
yet.” She stopped attending classes and didn’t go back for another 18 
years.

Mitchell raised her daughter. She got married and divorced. She 
got a job as a guard at the Morgan County Correctional Complex in 
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nearby Wartburg, another low-paying job that she hated. She knew 
she needed a change in her life, but she didn’t know how to make it 
happen.

I
N EARLY 2020, her boyfriend at the time had been looking for pos-
sible colleges to attend and ended up speaking to recruiters from 
South University, an institution based in Savannah, Ga. Eventu-
ally — Mitchell doesn’t remember exactly how — she ended up on 
the phone with a recruiter from South. “The lady that I talked to 

first, she was awesome,” Mitchell says. “She actually was very friend-
ly and became almost like a friend.”

South began as a for-profit college owned by Education Manage-
ment Corporation, which experienced financial difficulties during 
the 2010s. South was placed on probation in 2017 by the Southern 
Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges, its ac-
creditor, over “financial concerns.” It was soon sold to Dream Center 
Education Holdings and converted to nonprofit status.

South’s recruiter talked Mitchell through filling out an application 
and financial-aid forms, and in the fall of 2020, Mitchell enrolled at 
South University.

She remembers being drawn to the promise of attending school 
online — she could take classes from home while she continued to 
work — but, she says, she cautioned the recruiter during their con-
versations that she had little money to put toward paying for college: 
“I thought that I was applying for grants and scholarships or whatev-
er because I specifically remember I asked several times, ‘What’s this 
going to cost me out of pocket?’”

In the middle of her first semester at South, she received a nas-
ty surprise: a letter from a loan servicer stating that she was already 

on the hook for $9,500 in student loans. Finding out that she had in-
curred the unexpected debt horrified her. She’s sure she must have 
signed the papers authorizing it, she says, but “everything was being 
thrown at me so quickly that I didn’t really even have time to com-
prehend what was going on.”

Colleges that operate on a for-profit model have a history of apply-
ing “the hard sell” to students in order to enroll them, says Stephen 
Burd, a senior writer and editor for education policy at New America, 
a nonprofit policy group, where Burd has written extensively about 
the for-profit sector of higher education. A for-profit recruiter’s job, 
typically, is to get as many students as possible signed up as fast as 
possible, says Burd, a former Chronicle reporter. In a case like Mitch-
ell’s, “the less she asked specifically, the less they’re going to volun-
teer.”

Representatives from South University did not respond to emails 
and voicemail messages requesting comment.

While Mitchell feels betrayed by the South recruiter, she ultimately 
blames herself. “This lady that I’m talking to, she seemed so friendly, 
and I trusted her to lead me, to help me better myself,” she says. “And 
I didn’t ask questions, I just filled out the information they told me to 
fill out.”

A
S MITCHELL SHARES HER STORY with The Chronicle over sever-
al weeks — in person, on the phone, and over video confer-
ence — she doesn’t tell everything. She makes reference to 
“a closed chapter in my life” and changes the subject. One 
day, over Zoom, sitting on her couch at home, her eyes well-

ing with tears, she opens up.
Money was a constant worry for Mitchell, so much so that she be-

gan to deal weed. But she was caught in spring 2020, which led to her 
losing her job as a corrections officer and ultimately being charged 
with felony possession.

She had never been in trouble with the law and calls her actions “a 
horrible mistake.” She wipes the corners of her eyes as she relates the 
shame she felt, which, she says, was amplified in a close-knit town 
like Harriman, population around 6,000. Mitchell says she stayed 
home for weeks because she was afraid. “I might run into someone 
who knew me, that knew what I had done.”

Mitchell ultimately pleaded guilty and asked the judge not to send 
her to prison. “If I go to jail, everything that I’ve been trying to do 
with school and straighten out my life and make things better,” she 
says, “that’s going to ruin it.”

In June 2021, she was sentenced to three years of unsupervised 
probation, at the end of which she can petition to have her record ex-
punged.

What got Mitchell through the worst moments, when she worried 
most that she’d wrecked her life, was taking classes at South.

“I was really depressed at the time,” she says. Though the loans had 
rattled her, college work “gave me something productive to do other 
than just lay in bed and watch TV. I’d already put in too much effort. 
I’ve got it in my head, and I’m doing this. I am determined.”

A
FTER SHE LOST HER JOB as a corrections officer, Mitchell start-
ed working at a local supermarket. While the work was only 
part time, and the pay was considerably lower than her old 
job, it paid bills and got her up in the morning. Since, at the 
beginning of the pandemic, grocery-store employees were 

considered “essential workers,” she was never at risk of losing her job, 
like other service workers. Eventually, she was moved to full time 
and given a raise, to $13 an hour.

After hearing about her attempt to go back to college and her dis-
satisfaction with South, one of her coworkers suggested that she en-
roll at Roane State and take advantage of Tennessee Reconnect, a 
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Devon Mitchell works full time at DWK Life Sciences as a production 
associate while attending Roane State Community College, where she is 
studying business and accounting. 
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program that provides free-tuition benefits for older students already 
in the workforce.

While 47 states have free-college programs at some level, most 
of them focus exclusively on recent high-school graduates, which 
makes Tennessee Reconnect relatively rare. Since it began in 2013, 
it has enrolled nearly 108,000 students and helped cover more than 
$129 million in college costs.

Mitchell took her paperwork from South to administrators at 
Roane State, though she was wary of being misadvised, as she had 
been by South over the loans. “I said, ‘Please be straight up and hon-
est with me,’” she says. “‘Don’t beat around the bush with me. I need 
to know exactly what to do, what I need to do, and what I can do.’”

Mitchell was admitted. The college, which has a transient student 
population, assigns all new students a success coach to be their one-
stop point of contact for all questions they might have. Need to know 
what classes to take or how financial aid works? Contact your suc-
cess coach. Need tutoring for a class or are unsure how to navigate 
a prickly instructor or are having a crisis at home that might jeopar-
dize your attendance in class? Success coaches are supposed to be 
there for you then, too.

Mitchell’s coach is Stephanie Bishop, one of 16 Roane State suc-
cess coaches who support around 2,800 first-year students. Bishop 
works with about 175 students each semester, about 10 to 15 percent 
of whom are 25 or older.

When Mitchell first arrived at Roane State, “she was a little appre-
hensive,” Bishop says, “because the other person that was her advis-
er at [South] steered her into something that maybe is not what she 
wanted, so it was a little bit hard at first to break through that barrier.”

Interpersonal and intergenerational barriers can be an issue for 
adult students, according to Bishop. While teenagers new to college 
are sometimes afraid to talk to professors if they need help, Bishop 
says, older students who have been in the workforce are more used 
to alerting supervisors to problems. On the other hand, in her expe-
rience, “adult students like to take things on themselves before they 
reach out for help,” she adds, which may delay an effective solution. 
Bishop is 26, and “sometimes it’s like, ‘Oh, what does this 20-some-
thing-year-old know?’”

Mitchell is “one of the first ones to ask me when it’s time to register, 
what she needs to do with her FAFSA, what she needs to do with Re-
connect,” Bishop says. “We are always emailing, texting, and calling 
each other throughout the semester.”

Mitchell’s classes either meet once a week or asynchronously on-
line. Her current work schedule at DWK calls for three 12-hour days 
on and three days off. She devotes one full day off to schoolwork, and 
sometimes she needs more. When she took statistics, she says, “some 
days, I would sit there for 12 hours a day on my computer, studying.”

But when she comes home from a 12-hour day, she isn’t good for 
much else, she says. “It’s time to eat, take a shower, and lay down.”

T
OP GRADES can be a badge of accomplishment for people who 
may not have much to flaunt, or who feel self-conscious about 
having kids as old as many of their classmates.

Mitchell was disappointed when she learned that some of 
her old Roane State credits and South University credits won’t 

apply toward her accounting degree.
But she was crushed to learn that the Fs she earned when she 

stopped showing up for classes in 2003 would be applied to her new 
grade point average, immediately dropping it from a 3.5 to failing 
range. She has since brought it up to a 2.0.

“I was a kid,” she says, a plaintive note rising in her voice. “I didn’t 
know that I had to withdraw.”

Mitchell found it hard to accept. “I’ve worked my ass off,” she says. 
“Then, because I made a mistake 20 years ago, you’re gonna hold it 
against me? No. Take that off. Show what I’m doing now.” She came 
close to dropping out all over again.

But a friend talked her down. “They’re like, ‘Don’t worry about 
your GPA too much. Just get your degree.”

Mitchell says she’s always done well in math classes and loves the 
meticulousness of working with figures. She wants to be a forensic 
accountant, but she faces a long road to reach even the first step of 
her dream.

She doubts she has the time or energy to take more than the mini-
mum of two classes a semester to maintain her eligibility for Tennes-
see Reconnect. “More than that is just too much,” she says. It will still 
take her several years to earn her associate’s degree. She will then 
have to transfer to a four-year institution — probably Tennessee Tech 
University, an hour to the northwest in Cookeville — to complete a 
bachelor’s degree.

Once Mitchell graduates or transfers from Roane State, she will 
no longer be eligible for Tennessee Reconnect, which applies only to 
two-year institutions. She will have to find other ways to pay for col-
lege. Adding more money to the more than $9,000 she already owes 
in federal student loans worries her. “Before I’m done, I’m gonna in-
cur even more,” she says.

Now Mitchell is doing OK financially. She owns her home, a trail-
er on a quarter acre of land. She has a car payment of about $300 a 
month, plus about $100 for car insurance, but says it’s manageable. 
She plans to move in with her boyfriend as soon as they get the fence 
around his backyard fixed so her six chihuahuas won’t escape. But if 
something unexpected happens, like her car breaks down, she says 
she might have trouble paying to have it fixed. And when the federal 
government reinstates student-loan payments, which could happen 
as soon as September, she worries what it could do to her finances. 
“Any extra bill’s always a strain when you live paycheck to paycheck,” 
she says.

She can probably get an entry-level job doing books for a small 
business or doing nonaccounting work at an accounting firm with 
her associate’s degree. She thinks it will take five years at least to 
complete her bachelor’s degree, at which point, hopefully, she will 
have completed the 120 hours of relevant coursework necessary to 
take the exam to become a certified public accountant. Forensic ac-
counting is a career specialty that she could pursue from there.

Mitchell wants a college degree to get a better job and make more 
money, but it isn’t just about the job or the money. She wants a bet-
ter life. She wants to not feel self-conscious when she tells someone 
where she works. She wants to take her first vacation in decades. She 
wants to “get out and live a little bit,” she says. “You can’t really do 
that without money these days. It’s just not possible.” 

Lee Gardner writes about the management of colleges and universities. 
Follow him on Twitter @_lee_g. 
This story was produced as part of the Higher Education Media Fel-
lowship at the Institute for Citizens & Scholars. The fellowship supports 
new reporting into issues related to postsecondary career and technical 
education.

“ I just know that if I was to do that  
for the rest of my life, it would be a 
waste. Because I am smart. I don’t mean 
that to sound conceited. But I’m just 
capable of so much more.”
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How to Solve the College-Cost Dilemma 
CONVERSATIONS in Washington 

about higher education have long 
been dominated by concerns over 
rising costs for students. And for 
good reason. Since 1980, average 
college costs have risen almost 170 
percent, while earnings for young 
people ages 22 to 27 have increased 
less than 20 percent. Not surprising-
ly, student debt has ballooned, up 
75 percent over the last 10 years to a 
collective $1.75 trillion.

Most proposed reforms have fo-
cused on subsidizing college costs. 
More recently, the debate has shifted 
to one over canceling debt for some 
borrowers. Those are important con-
versations to have; investing in high-
er education is an investment in the 
public good. But we also need to en-
sure that government funding for 
higher education goes into a system 
that is transparent, accountable, and 
equitable.

Fortunately there is a solution for 
rising costs that relies on transpar-
ency, and it begins with something 
that has been hiding in plain sight: 
the College Scorecard. The Score-
card, introduced by the Obama ad-
ministration in 2015, aggregates 
and reports earnings and debt data 
from college students and gradu-
ates. Thanks to that — and similar — 
transparency tools, prospective stu-
dents can assess what their return 
on investment might be across not 
only institutions but also programs. 
That second part is crucial because 
it opens the door for the market to 
sort programs based on value.

Traditionally, a college degree has 
been presented as a bundled pack-
age. A four-year institution, for ex-
ample, charges a set price for a bach-
elor’s degree, so an English major, a 
political-science major, an electri-

cal-engineering major, and a chem-
istry major each pays the same price. 
Unbundling the system at the pro-
gram level would allow institutions 
to set different tuition rates for pro-
grams depending on student de-
mand.

For the most part, higher educa-
tion has resisted specializing, in-
stead serving all students, cafete-
ria-style. Colleges offer hundreds 

of options, and their comprehen-
siveness is a key selling point. But 
in reality, each student partakes of 
only a small sampling. The cafete-
ria approach is not only inefficient; 
it is unsustainable for many institu-
tions. Unbundling at the program 
level would enable colleges to finally 
specialize.

In practice, unbundling means 
enabling academic departments to 

offer programs independently, with 
their own tuition rates. For exam-
ple, at one college, students major-
ing in engineering could pay $10,000 
more in tuition annually than would 
those majoring in English. Although 
both programs are competitive, the 
return on investment from engi-
neering is higher over a career, and 
there’s greater demand among stu-
dents to attend that program. A few 
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colleges use that pricing approach 
already, but more should follow suit.

A shift in that direction would 
recognize that, for most students, 
field of study matters most for fu-
ture earnings. Disparities in re-
turns from college majors add up to 
big differences over a career. Medi-
an lifetime earnings for education 
majors, for example, are $2 million, 
compared with $3.8 million for ar-
chitecture and engineering majors. 
There is also substantial variation 
in outcomes for different majors at 
the same institution. As a result, 28 
percent of associate-degree holders 
earn more money than half of work-
ers with bachelor’s degrees, and 36 
percent of workers with bachelor’s 
degrees earn more money than half 
of those with master’s degrees.

WITH the College Scorecard, pro-
spective students have years’ worth 
of data to help guide their decisions. 
The Education Department has built 
an information system with data on 
thousands of institutions and pro-
grams. More recently, the biparti-
san College Transparency Act was 
passed by the House; if enacted, it 
would give the department access 
to more inclusive and robust data to 
use in tools like the College Score-
card.

We need to make those data more 
accessible to students and their fam-
ilies, as well as to college counselors 
and policy makers. More informa-
tion about employment opportuni-
ties, earnings, and debt from college 
programs will empower students to 
choose the ones that offer the greater 
likelihood of financial success.

The focus on value at the pro-
gram level could prompt significant 
changes — and finally break the cost 
curve — in higher education. The 
cost of college has risen significant-
ly in large part because of operat-

ing expenses: facilities and mainte-
nance, amenities, and ballooning 
numbers of staff members and ad-
ministrators to manage it all. But  
by shifting the focus to the program 
level, colleges would focus on edu-
cating students without extra ser-
vices adding to the cost. To further 
reduce costs, colleges would need to 
teach more classes online, which a 
lot of students want anyway. Savings 
from a more efficient system would 
lower costs, and could help  
finance counseling and men-
tal-health services, career services, 
and other wraparound support for 
students.

For public-college systems, this re-
shuffling would create an opportu-
nity to streamline program offerings 
and reduce costs across campuses. 
Rather than offering European his-
tory on all campuses in a state uni-
versity system, for example, one or 
two campuses could specialize in 
that program, and students at other 
campuses could take those courses 
online. The Pennsylvania State Sys-
tem of Higher Education is an exam-
ple of the impending consolidation 
of many public university systems. 
Amid declining enrollment and in-
creased competition with online 
programs, the system is in the pro-
cess of merging six of its 14 campus-

es into just two. Likewise, Georgia’s 
state-university system merged 14 of 
its colleges into seven new institu-
tions from 2011 to 2017.

By contrast, private colleges can-
not be restructured so easily. Insti-
tutional prestige will probably con-
tinue to draw applicants to selective 
colleges despite their high price tags, 
especially given the growing share of 
students with two parents who each 
have a college degree. But less- 
selective private colleges may strug-
gle to compete against selective 
private colleges and increasing-

ly efficient public higher-education 
systems, particularly as they face 
long-term enrollment declines.

Community colleges are like-
ly to lean into transparency be-
cause many of their training pro-
grams have a direct payoff in the 
labor market. However, accountabil-
ity is important for those programs 
because, unlike many degrees, they 
are intended to lead to specific jobs. 
If those jobs aren’t available, grad-
uates’ specific skills usually aren’t 
transferable.

The Biden administration is con-
sidering gainful-employment rules 
for nondegree programs that would 
compare graduates’ earnings with 
earnings of workers in the same 
state with a high-school diploma 
or GED. The programs that do not 
meet the earnings threshold could 
lose eligibility for federal funding 
— representing roughly 40 percent 
of programs covered under the rule, 
according to an Urban Institute 
analysis.

Those are good developments.  
After all, a majority of students re-
ported in a survey that they had pur-
sued postsecondary education to 
improve their job and career out-
comes. It is our responsibility to 
make sure that they are armed with 
the information and guidance they 
need to find a strong return on their 
investment. 

Anthony P.  
Carnevale
is research professor and  
director of the Georgetown  
University Center on Educa-
tion and the Workforce. He is a 
co-author of The Merit Myth: How 
Our Colleges Favor the Rich and 
Divide America (The New Press, 
2020). 

The cafeteria approach is not only inefficient;  
it is unsustainable for many institutions.
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I
F YOU have read anything about col-
lege enrollment in America recent-
ly, you are probably aware of the 
supposed “crisis” for college-going 
men. The percentage of undergrad-

uate students who are male, which 
was as high as 57 percent in 1970, has 
dipped to an all-time low of 40 per-
cent. Application data suggest that 
the gap between men and women will 
only grow. Some observers have used 
this and other enrollment data to ele-
vate a legitimate molehill of concern 
into a mountain of crisis.

The reality is that more men are at-
tending college than ever before. Ac-
cording to the Pew Research Center, 
36 percent of American men ages 25 
to 34 had a bachelor’s degree in 2021. 
That number has risen from just 20 
percent in 1970. Over the same 51-
year span, the percentage of women 

ages 25 to 34 with a bachelor’s degree 
has risen from 12 percent to 46 per-
cent. Today, the average student body 
is a 60-40 split in favor of women. The 
growing gap between men and wom-
en is not because men are enrolling 
less but because women are enrolling 
more.

That’s not a crisis. A crisis is closer 
to what’s happening to women in the 
work force. In 2020, women earned 84 
percent of what men earned. That fig-
ure has barely budged in the last 15 
years. The gap is even more appall-
ing when we disaggregate for race and 
ethnicity. When compounded over 

years, a recent Social Security Admin-
istration report shows, the lifetime 
earnings gap for a man with a bach-
elor’s degree is 43-percent more than 
for a woman with a bachelor’s degree. 
That gap is almost double for those 
without a high-school degree.

While there are higher-paying jobs 
in the energy sector, construction, 
and agriculture that do not require 
a college credential, they also do not 
employ many women. These long-
standing economic structures push 
women to earn a college credential 
just to have a chance at making a liv-
able wage. It is no wonder women are 
enrolling in college at higher rates, 
working harder at obtaining a degree, 
and graduating more quickly. It sim-
ply means more to and for them.

Meanwhile, at the top of the eco-
nomic food chain, we still have a need 

The growing gap 
between men and 
women is not because 
men are enrolling less 
but because women are 
enrolling more.
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for articles like “The Top Jobs Where 
Women Are Outnumbered by Men 
Named John.” In 2021, women held a 
scant 41 of chief-executive positions at 
Fortune 500 companies — a record as 
reported by Fortune. Even in academe, 
women constitute less than one-third 
of presidential posts. And I hardly need 
to mention that the United States has 
never had a woman president.

DIVERSE PERSPECTIVES in leader-
ship usher innovation, essential for a 
fiercely competitive global economy. 
To deal with this imbalance at the top, 
Reshma Saujani, founder of Girls Who 
Code, says we need to “teach girls 
bravery, not perfection,” which some 
institutions do very well, as Forbes il-
luminates in “Want Your Daughter to 
Go to the C-Suite? Send Her to a Wom-
en’s College.”

Even at my woman-focused uni-
versity, with 90-percent female en-
rollment, the student body elected a 

male for president of the student-gov-
ernment association twice during my 
eight-year tenure. To me, this situa-
tion highlights the degree to which 
women in general are indeed social-
ized to see men as leaders. Changing 
that mental model takes intentional, 
ongoing effort.

When women make up most of the 
student body, there is no alternative 
but for those female students to step 
up and lead in student government, in 
club sports, and even in just answer-
ing questions in the classroom. It is in 
these settings that we teach women 
bravery. Frankly, women’s colleges are 
excellent at developing strong wom-
en leaders. And yet, of the 230 wom-
en’s colleges in existence in 1960, 80 
percent have closed. How’s that for a 
crisis?

I acknowledge that men’s college 
completion rates trail those of women. 
Racial and ethnic achievement gaps 
persist and were even exacerbated by 

the pandemic in some cases. These 
are complex issues tied to economic 
conditions and unjust social struc-
tures.

But so is — and has been — the 
story for women who only recent-
ly caught up to men in college-going 
numbers — and who have a long way 
to go in the work-force and leadership 
positions. Much like Ginger Rogers, 
today’s women are doing everything 
the men are doing but “backward and 
in heels,” to which I would add: “and 
for less pay.”

In Texas, we like to say that in or-
der to succeed, you have to pull your-
self up by your bootstraps and get to 
work. It seems as though women are 
doing just that, and yet, some char-
acterize women’s enrollment outpac-
ing men’s as a crisis. Maybe we should 
fan the flames of some real crises, like 
pay equity or the closure of women’s 
colleges. Relatively speaking, the boys 
are doing just fine.

Carine M. Feyten
is chancellor and president of 
Texas Woman’s University.
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I
F YOU go to the website of any one of 
the nation’s leading law schools to-
day, you will find prominent claims 
being made about the institution’s 
links to the federal judiciary at 

large, and to the U.S. Supreme Court 
in particular. Penn Law, for exam-
ple, brags about its faculty being cit-
ed by the justices. Georgetown Law 
boasts that it has offered dry runs, 
or “moots,” for “100 percent” of cas-
es before the court in 2019-20. Many 
schools prominently advertise their 
Supreme Court clinics as venues for 
students to gain exposure to the court 
— and loudly announce the num-
ber of students placed in prestigious 
clerkships both with federal judges 
generally and the justices in partic-
ular.

Close ties to the Supreme Court 
are central to the luxury brand that 
elite law schools aim to convey. This 
is not because most students will ever 
clerk for the court. Nor will they prac-
tice constitutional law of the sort that 
makes up much of that body’s narrow 
docket. Rather, law schools bask in the 
reflected glory of the court because it 

represents power of a sort that aca-
demics rarely taste. It doesn’t hurt that 
many law professors wallow fondly in 
nostalgia over the days when the leg-
endary Warren Court desegregated the 
schools and protected voting rights.

But those days are over. Now, law 
schools must grapple with the ques-
tion of what counts as prestige when a 

very different Supreme Court espous-
es views that track a particularly ex-
treme, unrepresentative political ide-
ology. This summer the court erased 
the right to reproductive choice; gut-
ted the nation’s power to mitigate cli-
mate change; expanded the flow of 
lawful guns in public; and injected re-
ligion into public schools. And it is just 
getting started.

The reasons for this sharp turn are 
hardly unknown: Today, five of nine 
justices are appointees of presidents 
who lost the popular vote and of Sen-

ate coalitions that represent a minori-
ty of the country. All five are Repub-
lican. Along with Clarence Thomas, 
all are aligned with the influential, 
conservative Federalist Society. Acute 
political polarization — in which Re-
publicans have moved more sharply 
to extremes than Democrats — means 
that when the GOP appoints a dispro-
portionate number of justices, the re-
sulting decisions are very likely to be 
far from the ideological center.

While the court reflects views about 
gender, guns, crime, and democra-
cy sharply at odds with those of most 
Americans, the legal profession tilts 
the other way. Lawyers generally skew 
left, as do law professors. Law stu-
dents, in our experience, are even fur-
ther to the left.

The resulting gap between the Su-
preme Court on the one hand and 
lawyers, law professors, and law stu-
dents on the other presents a dilem-
ma for the legal academy: How do you 
establish the value of your institution-
al brand when the ordinary means 
of signaling credibility have become 
so closely associated with a minori-

Having hitched 
themselves so 
tightly to the court, 
law schools can’t 
easily disentangle 
themselves now.
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the Emory Law Journal’s decision to 
withdraw an invitation to publish a 
festschrift essay that read to many as 
trafficking in troubling tropes about 
race. In all of these cases, students’ 
actions can be understood as re-
sponses — valid or not, we take no 
view here — to a sense that the law is 
shifting under their feet in ways that 
disparage or exclude them.

THESE DISPUTES are not going to stop. 
Rather, as students in abortion-re-
strictive states see the health and 
well-being of their peers directly im-
periled, as the court casts more shade 
on same-sex marriage and the equal 
dignity of LGBTQ youth, the conflicts 
will become even sharper.

These disputes draw attention to an 
uncomfortable reality for law schools, 
law faculty, and law students: Law 
schools now exist in a queasily sym-
biotic bond with the Supreme Court. 
This institutional intimacy not only 
places pressure on ideals of analyt-
ic rigor and candor long thought nec-
essary to academic thought — it also 
puts schools at odds with many of 
their students, potentially imperiling 
the task of educating those students to 
be ordinary lawyers of decent quality.

Law schools both lend legitimacy 
to the court and gain prestige from 
it. This institutional symbiosis ex-
ists without regard to the ideological 
leaning of individual professors, who 
tilt Democratic (full disclosure: This 
includes us).

On the one hand, law schools gar-
land themselves with connections, 
real and imaginary, to the justices — 
through clerkships, clinics, and the 
hiring of former clerks on the faculty 
(full disclosure again: That includes 
both of us). Some are even named af-
ter Supreme Court justices, while oth-
ers have chairs named for them. Hav-
ing hitched themselves so tightly to 
the court, law schools can’t easily dis-
entangle themselves now.

On the other hand, the legal acad-
emy offers the court commen-
tary, praise, occasional criticism, 
and, most important, attention, all 
of which confirms and flatters the 
court’s own sense that it plays a nec-
essary role in the polity. It is not a 
stretch to say that the main job of the 
constitutional-law professoriate has 
been to legitimize the court by ex-
plaining and at times furnishing an 
ex-post rationale for its work product. 
Look at the professorial blogs at the 

ty’s ideological projects — projects 
that many law students and law-
yers find profoundly morally and le-
gally suspect? What does it mean to 
produce “quality” scholarship and 
“good” teaching when the arbiter of 
law seems a partisan actor? And what 
happens when even assertions about 
what “methods” judges should use, 
notably “originalism,” are strongly 
coded as ideological?

These tensions are already starting 
to surface. For example, consider Yale 
Law School’s well-documented con-
tretemps over student protests. The 
same is true for the public connip-
tions over the Yale dean’s rapid-fire 
praise of the alumnus Brett Kavana-
ugh’s nomination to the court, as well 
as the praise offered by liberals or 
Democrats of Neil Gorsuch, Kavana-
ugh, and Amy Coney Barrett. Or con-
sider a recent, vitriolic debate about 
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end of the most recent term, and one 
can see this machinery of justification 
at full tilt.

Further, even if the professoriate as 
a whole leans left, it is hard for indi-
vidual professors to dissociate them-
selves from the institutional context 
in which they work. Almost all are 
acutely aware that their schools’ for-
tunes depend on favorable attitudes 
of the justices for clerkships and more. 
Whatever one’s own views, this cre-
ates a powerful undertow pulling 
against too-sharp criticism. It also 
inclines scholars against a serious re-
consideration of their (indeed, our) 
role in burnishing the court with a pa-
tina of neutrality and respectability.

In the classroom, law professors are 
also socialized to offer students both 
sides of an argument and to treat judi-
cial opinions as good-faith expressions 
of rigorous legal analysis. There’s much 
to be said for this. But as the court jerks 

to the right, and makes increasing-
ly unsavory, fact-free arguments, this 
risks making efforts to be “balanced” 
an exercise in mimicking talk radio.

Now that the court has embarked on 
a quest against reproductive choice, 
LGBTQ rights, restraints on police vi-
olence, voting rights, climate regu-
lation, gun control, and who-knows-
what else — often in blatant disregard 
of precedent and empirical facts — the 
institutional linkages between acad-
emy and bench will bite harder and 
harder. The ground on which good 
scholarship and effective teaching 
happens in law schools will become 
more elusive.

There is no easy way out. Law 
schools can look forward to more bit-
ter public fights, more disillusioned 
students, and increasing doubts about 
the social value of a scholarly enter-
prise so beholden to the prevailing 
partisan current of the day.

https://nacada.ksu.edu/events/annual-conference.aspx
https://nacada.ksu.edu/events/annual-conference.aspx
https://nacada.ksu.edu/events/annual-conference.aspx
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WHEN WE TALK about spousal and partner hiring in 
higher education, everyone naturally assumes we 
mean professors. But increasingly, these dual hires 
involve staff members.

Anyone who has worked in administration can tell 
you that the success of everything we do — whether 
it’s obtaining federal grants, improving teaching, or 
raising money —is intimately tied to recruiting and 
retaining terrific staff members. That’s always been 
a challenge, but it’s become much more so in recent 
years, as academe’s labor pool has been shrunk by 
employment trends with ominous names like “the 
big quit” and “the great disillusionment.”

Hiring and retaining staff members for compli-
cated and stressful support jobs has become harder 
than it’s ever been in my 30 years in higher educa-
tion. For example, in academic advising, my college, 

along with others in the country, is looking for pro-
fessionals who have:

n  a sophisticated understanding of certain soft-
ware and data analytics.

n   innate empathy and ability to counsel and men-
tor students.

n  facility in teamwork and in engaging with other 
staff and faculty members as well as parents.

n  a willingness to work for good public-sector sala-
ries that don’t always match private-sector pay.

Those traits, skills, and preferences don’t neces-
sarily come together in the same person. The point 
is that good staff members are at a premium these 
days, and you should do everything you can to try to 
hire and retain the best. That includes trying to ac-

commodate a partner-hire request from a top faculty 
or staff candidate whose partner is a staff member.

The hitch: Most colleges and universities have 
some formal operating procedures that come into 
play when a dual hire involves two faculty mem-
bers (even if it’s a 
“no can do” policy). 
However, accom-
modating a staff 
partner of a faculty 
hire, or a staff partner of a staff hire, tends to be rela-
tively unregulated and case by case.

In recent months, I have been focusing the Ad-
ministration 101 column on the complex issue of 
overseeing partner/spousal hires. So far, the series 
has covered how administrators should handle fac-
ulty partners (how to prepare for a dual hire, how 
to supervise the process, how to negotiate the con-
tracts, and how to retain them). Now I’ll turn to the 
much-ignored variant of partner hiring for a staff po-
sition.

Understand the limits and options of partner ac-
commodation for staff members. As a dean, I know 
the playbook if we want to try to hire a faculty mem-
ber. Given that staff hiring tends to be less organized 
and scripted, in some ways, it’s simpler to find a posi-
tion for a partner who is a staff member than for one 
who is a faculty member. If a department comes to 
me for help with a staff position for a partner, I have 
greater flexibility, but also more is left to chance and 
circumstance.

For example, let’s say a new faculty hire tells 
us, “By the way, my husband is a nurse.” My first 
thought would not be to go through some complicat-
ed campus bureaucracy to create a position or try to 
get funding for it. Rather, I would make calls to con-
tacts within our (huge) university hospital system 
and some of the other (huge) hospital systems in the 
area. In the case of professions like nursing, I would 
be highly confident that I could make a connection 
that would lead to a position, assuming the partner 
had a decent résumé. My own contribution would be 
a few phone calls. In such cases, it’s not really a part-
ner accommodation — it’s just me passing on use-

Partner Hiring for Staff Members 
What to consider when job candidates ask about a position for their partner.
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ful information and letting the partner take it from 
there.

But there are also cases in which the partner has 
such an unusual or highly technical set of skills that 
it’s difficult to find relevant work in your town. A col-
league at a small liberal-arts college in a rural region 
of a Midwestern state told me that he was unable to 
make a faculty hire because the candidate’s spouse 
worked in a technical field that literally had no jobs 
in the region and no prospect of remote work.

Sometimes internal politics and/or budget con-
straints limit who your institution can help. If you 
are recruiting a prominent scientist or an Ivy League 
vice president whose spouse is an admissions coun-
selor, then a position will be found and financed for 
their staff partner — guaranteed. But at a small col-
lege located in the middle of cornfields, the answer 
to a request for a dual hire may be: “Sorry, but we 
can’t afford to help anyone.” Political pull and bud-
get realities affect partner hiring on every campus.

Learn the types and classifications of staff posi-
tions that exist on your campus. You don’t have to 
be an expert on staff hiring. But to be serious about 

accommodating nonfaculty partner hires, you do 
need to be aware of the general range of staff posi-
tions.

For example, I only found out two years ago that 
some science departments on our campus employ 
full-time “scientific glass blowers” whose duties in-
clude “fabrication and repair of instructional and 
research glassware.” At any large university, hun-
dreds of staff positions are open at any given time. 
Some will be familiar: accountant, IT technician, 
academic adviser, or the like. But plenty of others — 
such as “glass blower” and “swine center technician” 
— might be obscure if you are, say, dean of a com-
munications college. I like to learn about unusual 
positions anyway; I never know when they might be 
relevant to one of my own hires.

Second, familiarize yourself with your institution’s 
system of staff job titles and ranks, and their com-
mensurate pay grades and duties. Again, the larger 
the institution, the more complicated and more nu-
merous the options. The position description and 
salary for an “accounts manager I” and a “director 
of accounting” will vary. Likewise, the title of “tech-
nician II” might mean very different duties in a lan-
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David D. Perlmutter is a profes-
sor and dean of the College of 
Media & Communication at Tex-
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the Admin 101 column for The 
Chronicle. His book on promo-
tion and tenure was published 
by Harvard University Press in 
2010. 
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guages department versus an environmental-toxi-
cology office.

No doubt other people on your campus, such as 
HR or the managers doing the actual hiring, will 
know far more than you about the staff-hiring pro-
cess or the types of positions available. But under-
standing the basics can put you in a better position 
to help a staff partner get a foot in the door.

 
Belong to a network of administrators who assist 

one another in locating staff positions for a part-
ner hire. Helping someone find a staff position can 
start with a simple contact: “Hi, Laura, I noticed your 
department is trying to hire a new ‘senior business 
assistant.’ Well, one of my IT technicians just got 
married and his new husband is moving to town and 
looking for a job.” And so on.

Such connections take little time and effort if 
you’ve already done the prep work in the following 
ways:

n  Build a network of contacts around the campus 
so you have a general idea of who to call — or at 
least who to ask about who to call — for different 
types of staff positions.

n  Get a sense of the types of staff positions that 
have higher turnover than others, and thus, more 
frequent openings. Note: Your institution’s list of 
high-premium positions it can’t fill is changing 
all the time in these peculiar years of the early 
2020s. So if your information about staff hiring is 
two or three years old, it’s time for a refresh.

n  As the old saying goes, “If you want help, be help-
ful.” Make sure to alert your network when you 
have staff positions open in your college or de-
partment. Be flexible when assisting other units 
with staff accommodations.

The idea here is to create an informal system so 
you don’t have to reinvent the wheel every time can-
didates you’re trying to hire request help finding 
work for their partners.

Engage the nonacademic, nonprofit, government, 
and corporate sectors. Here in West Texas, we have a 
relatively low population base spread out over a very 
wide area. But we have a lot of jobs in health care, fi-
nancial services, agricultural support, real estate, 
and construction, as well as thriving nonprofit, gov-
ernment, and school sectors. On the other hand, our 
region has very few other universities within driving 
distance. If we want to help nonacademic profes-
sionals find a job, we need to be community con-
nected.

Get involved with your area Chamber of Com-
merce and other local organizations to get a sense of 
the job market around your campus and to identify 
good sources of intel. After almost a decade of com-
munity engagement, I feel confident that if some-
body’s partner is trying to find a job as a construc-
tion supervisor, a tax accountant, or a police officer, I 
know who to call.

The side benefit is that you are building a positive 
town-gown relationship — something every college 
and university cares about nowadays.

One caveat about timing: The hiring process for 
most staff positions in higher education, and cer-
tainly for nearly all private-sector jobs, is much 
tighter than for faculty recruiting. A professor 
might sign a contract in November for a tenure-line 
position that does not actually start until next Au-
gust. In contrast, in the corporate world, “Can you 
start on Monday?” is a real thing. This mismatched 
timing creates a bind for many couples when one of 
them is a faculty member with a months–away start 
date while the other is seeking staff or nonacademic 

work. My usual advice: Move to town first and then 
seek a position.

In the summer of 2022, the work world feels not 
just turned upside down but as if we are in some sort 
of multiverse. With the surge in popularity of remote 
work, I am seeing more instances of couples mov-
ing to the campus area for a university job for one of 
them, while the other opts to work remotely for their 
current employer. That phenomenon particularly 
benefits institutions in regions with limited local job 
options.

In any case, all of this underscores how partner 
hires have become more — and less — complex and, 
thus, worthy of your attention as an administrator. 
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Assistant Professor (Tenure Track) Entrepreneurship  
(23-24)

DePaul University’s The School of Nursing in the College of 
Science and Health invites applications from qualified candidates 
for Assistant Professor (Tenure Track) – Entrepreneurship (23-24) 
starting July 1, 2022. 

DePaul University is committed to recruiting diverse faculty to 
complement the diversity of its student body and Chicago area 
communities.

The College of Science and Health is the third largest college at 
DePaul, enrolling over 3,000 students. The college includes programs 
in the natural and health sciences, including nursing.

Apply: http://apply.interfolio.com/109680

DePaul University is an Equal Opportunity / Affirmative Action employer.

Ida B. Wells-Barnett Post-Doctoral Teaching Fellowship 
(Non-Tenure Track) African and Black Diaspora Studies 

(22-23)
DePaul University’s The School of Nursing in the College of Science 
and Health invites applications from qualified candidates for Ida 
B. Wells-Barnett Post-Doctoral Teaching Fellowship (Non-Tenure 
Track) – African and Black Diaspora Studies (22-23) starting July 1, 
2022. 

DePaul University is committed to recruiting diverse faculty to 
complement the diversity of its student body and Chicago area 
communities.

The College of Science and Health is the third largest college at 
DePaul, enrolling over 3,000 students. The college includes programs 
in the natural and health sciences, including nursing.

Apply: http://apply.interfolio.com/108447

DePaul University is an Equal Opportunity / Affirmative Action employer.

The Program in Black Studies at Middlebury College invites applications for two newly created endowed
professorships in Black Studies: the Deborah G. Thomas professorship and a second endowed
professorship in Black Studies. Appointments will be at the rank of associate or full professor with
tenure based on experience. All candidates are expected to conduct cutting-edge research that also
enriches course offerings in the growing program and undertake a leadership role in the administration
of the program.

Review of applications will begin on August 20, 2022 and will continue until the positions have been filled.

Please apply here: https://apptrkr.com/3259068

Middlebury College invites applications for the following
positions starting in Fall 2023:

Endowed Full and Associate Professors in Black Studies

Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
University of West Florida

The University of West Florida seeks a bold leader to serve as Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs 
(#100270). The Provost serves as the university’s chief academic officer. Primary responsibilities include 
establishing the strategic vision for UWF’s academic programs, implementing the university’s strategic planning 
objectives, fostering a culture of innovative teaching and research, managing budgets, maintaining university 
accreditation, promoting collaboration across units, and ensuring efficient and equitable administration of the 
division. The Provost is responsible for carrying out the regulations of the Florida Board of Governors, the UWF 
Board of Trustees, and the policies of the University, as well as specific directives of the President.
UWF has earned distinction among public universities in Florida for its high rankings in the Board of Governors 
Performance-Based Funding Metrics. The Provost will develop and implement strategies to maintain the 
university’s high level of overall achievement while addressing the workforce and research needs of the 
region and the state. As the university’s chief academic officer, the Provost will champion quality academic 
programs, shared governance, high standards for teaching, research and creative activity, institutional equity and 
inclusiveness, and the adoption of new technologies and modalities of instruction. 
UWF is a regional comprehensive university serving nearly 14,000 students located in Pensacola on Northwest 
Florida’s Gulf Coast. Opened in 1967, the university proudly attracts students from the surrounding region, 
state, nation, and more than 90 countries worldwide. UWF is known for its commitment to student success, 
individualized attention to students’ needs, and a strong focus on high-impact learning, including undergraduate 
research. The university offers more than 70 undergraduate programs across 5 colleges, 35 master’s degrees, 
a Specialist in Education degree, and doctoral degrees in Curriculum and Instruction, Instructional and 
Performance Technology, and Intelligent Systems and Robotics. The university also boasts nationally recognized 
athletic teams. UWF is currently accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission 
on Colleges. 
Pensacola is one of Florida’s fastest-growing metro areas known for its quality of life, sugary white beaches, 
emerald green coastline, and vibrant downtown that attracts visitors from all over the world. Residents enjoy 
an active arts and culture scene, award-winning restaurants, championship sports teams, and numerous local 
attractions including Historic Pensacola, Fort Pickens, the U.S. Navy Blue Angels, and the Luna Settlement, the 
oldest European settlement in the United States.
Qualifications include an earned Doctorate or Terminal Degree; tenure and a record of teaching, research, and 
service commensurate with the rank of Professor; a record of experience in higher education administration; a 
commitment to shared governance, civic responsibility, inclusiveness, equity, and academic freedom; familiarity 
with regional comprehensive universities; and success in achieving performance-based educational outcomes 
in areas such as student retention, access, graduation rate, cost of attendance, and post-graduation student 
employment.
Candidates must apply online through the University of West Florida website: https://careers.uwf.edu. Required 
documents include a CV, a letter detailing overall preparedness for academic leadership at the level of Provost; a 
statement (600 words or less) detailing specific professional experience and accomplishments related to enhancing 
student success and effectively managing enrollments; a statement (600 words or less) detailing academic vision 
and values; and the names and contact information for four references to write letters of recommendation upon 
request of the search committee. Preferred Response Date: Friday, September 23, 2022 
For assistance, please contact Human Resources at 850.474.2694 or jobs@uwf.edu.
The University of West Florida is an Equal Opportunity/Access/Affirmative Action/Disabled/Veteran employer. 
Any individual requiring special accommodations to apply is requested to advise UWF by contacting UWF 
Human Resources Department at 1-850-474-2694 (voice) or 1 850 857 6158 (TTY). A criminal background 
check is required for successful candidates. E-Verify required for employment. All applications for employment 
are subject to Florida public records law.  

Faculty Positions in  
Work and 

 Organization Studies

Massachusetts Institute of Technology Sloan School of Management 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Sloan School of Management 
100 Main Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02142 

The Work and Organization Studies (WOS) group at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology  (MIT) Sloan School has openings for tenure track 
faculty members to start July 1, 2023, or soon  thereafter, as possible, whose 
teaching and research focus on work, employment, and  organizational issues. 
The rank is open and both junior and senior candidates at the Assistant 
Professor, Associate Professor, and Full Professor levels will be considered. 

Faculty responsibilities include teaching courses and conducting research 
related to Work and  Organization Studies. WOS has current teaching needs 
in courses on organizational processes,  power and influence, as well as courses 
on work and employment issues. 

WOS builds on the traditions of Organization Studies and the Institute for 
Work and Employment  Research and has Ph.D. programs in both areas. The 
WOS faculty is interdisciplinary. 

At the Assistant Professor level, candidates must possess, or be close to 
completion of, a Ph.D. in a  field related to Work and Organization Studies, 
such as Sociology, Organizational Behavior,  Industrial Relations, Social 
Psychology, Political Science, or Economics, at the start of employment.  At 
the Associate Professor and Full Professor levels, a Ph.D. and demonstrated 
research experience is required. 

WOS Research styles may include quantitative, ethnographic, field based, and/
or lab based. (For  more information about our group, go to: https://mitsloan.
mit.edu/faculty/academic groups/work-and-organization-studies/about-us). 

The WOS group is part of the Behavioral and Policy Sciences Area, one of three 
major academic  areas at Sloan. We encourage multidisciplinary work with 
colleagues in other parts of the School,  and several members of the group are 
also members of other groups/units in the School  (Communication; Economic 
Sociology; Technological Innovation, Entrepreneurship, and Strategy  
Management; System Dynamics; Global Economics and Management; and 
Information Technology). 

Please submit applications electronically at http://apply.interfolio.com/109621 
providing a cover  letter outlining interests and experience, a current CV, and 
one or two papers that indicate your  research focus and capabilities. Applicants 
should also arrange for three letters of recommendation  to be submitted via 
this link. Applications will be reviewed as received but are due no later than  
September 2, 2022.

100 Main Street, Building E62, Cambridge, MA 02142 USA 

MIT is an equal opportunity employer committed to building a culturally 
diverse and pluralistic  intellectual community and strongly encourages 
applications from women and minorities. 

Questions should be addressed to SloanSearchMaster@mit.edu
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NYU Stern School of Business Faculty Positions in 
Various Disciplines

NYU Stern seeks candidates for a limited number of faculty 
positions in accounting, economics, finance, technology, operations 
management or statistics, management communication, strategy and 
organizational behavior and marketing. 

Tenure-Track Faculty
Candidates should have a PhD, or must have successfully defended 
their doctoral dissertation prior to the 2023-2024 academic year, and 
are expected to be productive researchers and effective teachers at the 
undergraduate, graduate and doctoral level.

Tenured Faculty
Tenured faculty positions at all levels are available. Candidates 
should have been on the tenure track for at least six years, and are 
expected to be productive researchers and effective teachers at the 
undergraduate, graduate and doctoral level.

Clinical Faculty Positions
Full-time, untenured faculty teaching positions at all levels for 
term contracts. Selected candidates should present evidence of a 
distinguished career as a practitioner and/or outstanding pedagogical 
skills. Candidates are required to have a minimum of a Master’s 
degree.

View and apply: stern.nyu.edu/joinfaculty

EOE/AA/Minorities/Females/Vet/Disabled/Sexual Orientation/
Gender Identity

MARTHA AND SPENCER LOVE SCHOOL OF 
BUSINESS TWO TENURE-TRACK ASSISTANT 

PROFESSOR POSITIONS IN BUSINESS ANALYTICS 

The Department of Management and Entrepreneurship in the Martha 
and Spencer Love School of Business invites applications for Two 
Tenure-Track Assistant Professor Positions in Business Analytics 
starting fall 2023.  We seek candidates who are effective teachers, 
scholars, and mentors to teach graduate and undergraduate courses in 
business analytics, including applications of descriptive and predictive 
analytics and modern data management techniques. 
 
Elon University is a dynamic private, co-educational, comprehensive 
institution that is a national model for actively engaging faculty and 
students in teaching and learning in a liberal arts-based, residential 
campus.  To learn more about Elon, please visit the University website 
at www.elon.edu.

Please send a letter of interest, curriculum vitae, research and teaching 
statements, and a list of three references to: buschair@elon.edu 
(subject line: Business Analytics Opening), or to Business Analytics 
Faculty Search Committee, Department of Management and 
Entrepreneurship, Martha and Spencer Love School of Business, Elon 
University, 2075 Campus Box, Elon, NC 27244. Review of candidates 
will begin immediately and continue until the position is filled.  

AGRICULTURE

Assistant Professor
Louisiana State University 
Agricultural Center
Assistant Professor (Alexandria, 
LA). Devise, deliver and assess 
extension instruction, perform 
research primarily on sugarcane 
and soybeans, seek extramural 
funding, and perform faculty ser-
vice. Ph.D or equivalent degree 
in Crop Science, Agronomy, or 
related area. Interested persons 
should send cover letter and CV 
to tsmith@agcenter.lsu.edu or 
Tara Smith, Louisiana State Uni-
versity Agricultural Center, 8105 
Tom Bowman Drive, Alexandria, 
LA 71302.

Assistant Professor
Mississippi State University
Assistant Professor. Teach agri-
cultural extension courses relating 
to ruminants, maintain an active 
research agenda, and perform 
faculty service. Ph.D Agricul-
ture, Geosciences or related field. 
Interested persons should send 
cover letter and CV to: j.parish@
msstate.edu or Jane Parish, De-
partment of Animal and Dairy 
Sciences, Mississippi State Uni-
versity, Mississippi State, MS 
39762.

Assistant/Associate 
Professor & Extension 
Specialist
Texas A&M University
Appointment: 100% Extension 
(Texas A&M AgriLife Extension 
Service) in the Department of 
Agricultural Economics. This is 
a permanent, full time, non-ten-
ure track position  General Duties 
and Responsibilities: Responsi-
bilities involve district leadership 
and coordination for Extension 
education programs and applied 
research in management, mar-
keting, resources, and policy by 
providing technical expertise and 
educational program development 
for industry audiences such as 
farmers and ranchers, merchandis-
ers, processors, and lenders. Other 
relevant audiences include trade 
associations, media, and federal 
and state employees working with 
these Texas audiences. Overall re-
sponsibilities require individual 
and team efforts to plan, develop, 
implement, and evaluate curricu-
la, extension education programs, 
and applied research related to 
production economics, market-
ing, risk management, technolo-
gy transfer, analysis of economic 
choices and impacts, development 
of actionable strategies to improve 
producer profitability, and other 
issues facing crop and livestock 
producers and other industry cli-
entele. Given the geographic lo-
cation of this position, there is an 
expectation of a strong crop and 

livestock management emphasis. 
Educational program delivery will 
include Extension and other peer 
reviewed publications, workshops, 
conferences, computer and web-
based software, online courses, 
electronic and mass media, and 
social media releases. The indi-
vidual also will be responsible 
for developing grant & contract 
proposals where appropriate to 
support the applied research and 
Extension efforts for the position. 
The successful candidate will be 
expected to cooperate with Cam-
pus and other District based Ex-
tension/Research Faculty, District 
Extension Administrators, County 
Extension Agents, Regional Pro-
gram Leaders, and other Special-
ists, as necessary in developing 
and delivering nationally recog-
nized programs for Extension fac-
ulty and clientele. Travel in- and 
out-of-state is necessary to fulfill 
job responsibilities. See a more 
detailed description of Assistant 
Professor and Extension Spe-
cialist duties and expectations in 
Workday.  Qualifications: A Ph.D. 
degree, either completed, or all 
but dissertation, in Agricultur-
al Economics or closely related 
field along with coursework in 
one or more of the following ar-
eas; farm and ranch management, 
agricultural marketing, finance, 
policy, and risk management is 
required. Preference will be giv-
en to candidates with experience 
in extension, research, or similar 
work within the agriculture in-
dustry and a demonstrated abil-
ity to communicate effectively, 
cooperate as a team member, 
lead applied research efforts, and 
demonstrate a willingness to be 
heavily involved in outreach edu-
cation with constituency groups.  
Headquarters: Lubbock, TX  
Closing Date for Applications: 
September 15, 2022, or until 
the position is filled.  Applica-
tion Process: Go to the Workday 
website to apply electronical-
ly. - https://tamus.wd1.mywork-
dayjobs.com/en- US/AgriL-
ife_Extension_External/details/
Assistant-Professor-and-Exten-
sion-Specialist_R- 042662?time-
Type=b7fe0524c23001befb2bf-
6461c464400&jobFamilies=0e1c-
d8ed3502019a091f3fa3f04b8216  
Application should include: Cover 
letter, Resume, Transcripts, and 
a Contact list of information for 
3 references.  For Additional In-
formation: John Robinson, Pro-
fessor and Extension Specialist 
Department of Agricultural Eco-
nomics, Texas A&M University, 
2124 TAMU College Station, 
TX 77843-2124 Phone: 979-845-
8011, E-mail:John.Robinson@
ag.tamu.edu”  Texas A&M AgriL-
ife is an Equal Opportunity Affir-
mative Action/Veterans/Disability 
Employer.

ANESTHESIOLOGY

Assistant Professor of 
Anesthesiology
Yale University
Assistant Professor of Anesthesi-
ology  Yale University (New Ha-
ven, CT) Participating in clinical 
research and teaching activities as 
assigned by the Chair and/or Sec-
tion Chair. Principal clinical and 
teaching responsibilities will be in 
the Section of Perioperative Adult 
Anesthesia. MD or foreign equiv 
plus BE/BC in Anesthesiology re-
quired. Apply to Lisa Leffert, lisa.
leffert@yale.edu

BUSINESS

Assistant Professor
The Ohio State University
Business: Assistant Professor in 
The Ohio State University, Fisher 
College of Business, Department 
of Operations and Business Ana-
lytics. Duties: classroom teaching, 
student advising, and research in 
operations management, business 
analytics, decision sciences, and 
related topics; service to depart-
ment, college, and university com-
mittees. Recruiting for multiple 
positions. Requirements: Ph.D. in 
Operations Management, Deci-
sion Sciences, Business Adminis-
tration, or related field. Requires 
successful completion of a back-
ground check. Send CV and cov-
er letter to: watercutter.1@osu.
edu. EOE/AA/M/F/Vet/Disability 
Employer.

Assistant Professor
The Ohio State University
Business: Assistant Professor in 
The Ohio State University, Fish-
er College of Business, Depart-
ment of Finance. Duties: class-
room teaching and research in 
Finance and related topics; service 
to university and profession. Re-
cruiting for multiple positions. 
Requirements: Ph.D. in Finance, 
Economics, or related field. Re-
quires successful completion of a 
background check. Send CV and 
cover letter to: watercutter.1@osu.
edu. EOE/AA/M/F/Vet/Disability 
Employer.

Assistant Professor
The Ohio State University
Business: Assistant Professor in 
The Ohio State University, Fisher 
College of Business, Department 
of Marketing and Logistics, Co-
lumbus, Ohio. Duties: classroom 
teaching, student advising, and 
research in the field of Marketing 
and Logistics; service to depart-
ment, college, and university com-
mittees. Recruiting for multiple 
positions. Requirements: Ph.D. in 
Marketing, Marketing and Logis-
tics, Business and Management, 
Supply Chain Management, or 

closely related field. Requires 
successful completion of a back-
ground check. Send CV and cov-
er letter to: watercutter.1@osu.
edu. EOE/AA/M/F/Vet/Disability 
Employer.

CHEMISTRY

Assistant Professor (Tenure-
track) in Biochemistry
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
The University of Wisconsin-Mil-
waukee (UWM) is seeking appli-
cants for a tenure-track faculty 
position in biochemistry. The De-
partment seeks an individual with 
a strong commitment to research 
and teaching. Preference will be 
given to applicants with interests 
in enzymology, protein dynam-
ics, structural biology, nucleic 
acids, or molecular pharmacolo-
gy.   Applicants must have a Ph.D. 
in Chemistry or a closely related 
field, and post-doctoral research 
experience. Position responsibil-
ities will include developing an 
independent extramurally funded 
research program, establishing 
collaborations both within the 
Department and across campus, 
and teaching graduate and un-
dergraduate courses in all areas 
of biochemistry. For guaranteed 
consideration, please apply by Fri-
day September 30, 2022. This is a 
continuous recruitment. Review 
of applications will begin Octo-
ber 1, 2022 and will continue until 
the position is filled. A complete 
application will consist of a cover 
letter, curriculum vitae, concise 
statements of research interests 
and teaching philosophy, an item-
ized estimate of start-up costs and 
three letters of recommendation. 
Please visit https://jobs.uwm.edu/ 
for more details and to apply; 
UWM will not consider paper, 
e-mailed, or faxed applications.

Assistant Professor in 
Inorganic Chemistry
Vassar College
Assistant Professor in Inorgan-
ic Chemistry The Department 
of Chemistry at Vassar College 
invites applications for a ten-
ure-track Assistant Professor posi-
tion in Inorganic Chemistry with 
a preferred specialty in Materi-
als Science beginning Fall 2023. 
Vassar College is an affirmative 
action and equal opportunity em-
ployer with a strong commitment 
to increasing the diversity of the 
campus community and the cur-
riculum, and promoting an en-
vironment of equality, inclusion, 
and respect for difference. Can-
didates who can contribute to 
this goal through their teaching, 
research, advising, and other ac-
tivities are encouraged to identify 
their strengths and experiences in 
this area. Individuals from groups 
whose underrepresentation in the 

American professoriate has been 
severe and longstanding are par-
ticularly encouraged to apply. 
Candidates should have a PhD 
with post-doctoral experience 
and a commitment to undergrad-
uate education. The preferred 
candidate will be able to teach 
Introductory Chemistry, Inor-
ganic Chemistry, and associated 
instrumental analysis techniques. 
Opportunities also exist to teach 
in the upper-level Integrated Lab-
oratory, other courses that the 
successful candidate may develop, 
and interdisciplinary programs. 
We seek a candidate who will de-
velop a vigorous undergraduate 
research program in a field of In-
organic Chemistry complementa-
ry to existing departmental exper-
tise. Teaching load in the first year 
is four courses; after that it is four 
courses per year plus research or 
other intensively mentored work 
with students. To apply, please vis-
it https://apptrkr.com/3201997 to 
link to the posting for this posi-
tion. Candidates should submit a 
letter of application, CV, a state-
ment describing teaching phi-
losophy, a statement describing 
research plans, a statement high-
lighting contributions to or future 
plans for promoting diversity and 
inclusion through teaching, re-
search, and other involvements, 
undergraduate and graduate tran-
scripts (unofficial copies are ac-
ceptable for initial application), 
and three letters of recommen-
dation. Applications should be 
addressed to Dr. Keimowitz and 
submitted online. Address any 
questions to Alison Keimowitz via 
email, alkeimowitz@vassar.edu. 
Review of applicant materials will 
begin on September 15 and will 
continue until the position has 
been filled. There is no guarantee 
that applications received after 
September 15 will be reviewed.

ELECTRICAL 
ENGINEERING

Assistant Professor
University of Mississippi
Assistant Professor. Teach com-
puter engineering and related 
courses, advise students, main-
tain an active research agenda, 
and perform faculty service. Ph.D 
Electrical Engineering, Com-
puter Engineering, or closely 
related field. Interested persons 
should send cover letter and CV 
to: viswa@olemiss.edu or Dr. Ra-
manarayanan Viswanathan, De-
partment of Electrical and Com-
puter Engineering, University of 
Mississippi, University, MS 38677.

Assistant Educator or 
Assistant Teaching Professor 
in Electrical and Computer 
Engineering
Wichita State University
The Department of Electrical and 
Computer Engineering at Wich-
ita State University is accepting 
applications for an Assistant Ed-
ucator / Assistant Teaching Pro-
fessor. We are seeking candidates 
who have strong passion for in-
corporating design and analysis 
into electrical and computer en-
gineering courses. Initial screen-
ing will begin by July 25, 2022. 
Applications will be accepted 
and reviewed until the position is 
filled. For complete information: 
https://jobs.wichita.edu/post-
ings/26187.   The following are 
required as a part of application 
(i) Cover letter (ii) Resume (iii) 
Teaching philosophy: include your 
philosophy, courses you could de-
velop/teach, and your perspective 
on applied learning. (iv) Other 
Document: Commitment for Ap-
plied learning and Diversity, Eq-
uity, and Inclusion (DEI): include: 
(i)growing electrical and comput-
er engineering programs by incor-
porating design principles, mod-
ularity, and abstraction of systems 
at lower-level courses. (B)creating 
inclusive environment in labora-
tory, classroom, and community 
in support of DEI.  Wichita State 
University recognizes that innova-
tion is cultivated by inclusion and 
seeks to foster an environment of 
diversity in culture, thought, and 
experience.   Wichita State Uni-
versity is an equal opportunity and 
affirmative action employer.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES

Senior Lector (Multiple 
Positions)
Yale University
Senior Lector (Multiple Positions) 
Yale University  Multiple posi-
tions available in New Haven, CT.  
Senior Lector: Teach graduate & 
undergraduate students in Japa-
nese language & literature. Apply 
to Maura Turner,   
maura.turner@yale.edu.  Senior 
Lector in Chinese: Teach courses 
in Chinese language, literature, 
and culture to undergrad & grad 
students. Perform dept admin du-
ties as needed including curricu-
lum development. Conduct inde-
pendent research. MS in Chinese 
language, linguistics, or related 
field required by time of appoint-
ment. Plus 1 year of teaching exp 
in higher education institution 
and native or near-native profi-
ciency in Chinese required. Apply 
to Maura Turner at   
maura.turner@yale.edu.  Senior 
Lector in Spanish and Portuguese: 
Teach Portuguese & Spanish lan-
guage, literature & culture to un-
dergrad students. Perform dept 
admin duties as needed including 
curriculum development. Conduct 
independent research. Requires 
MS in Spanish Lang or Lit, Por-
tuguese Lang or Lit, Hispanic Lit 
& Linguistics, or a related field by 
time of appointment. Plus 1 year 
of teaching exp at a higher ed in-
stitute and native or near native 
proficiency in Spanish and Portu-
guese required. Apply to Christine 
Donahue Mullen,   
christine.mullen@yale.edu.  Se-
nior Lector in German: Teach at 
least 4 courses per year in German 
language, literature, & culture to 
undergrad students. Perform dept 
admin duties as needed including 
curricular development. Conduct 
independent research. MS degree 
in German language, German lit-
erature, or related degree required 
by time of appointment. Plus 1 
year of teaching exp in higher 
ed institution and native or near 
native proficiency in German re-
quired. Apply to Suzanne al-La-
baan at   
suzanne.al-labban@yale.edu.  Se-
nior Lector in Modern Hebrew: 
Teach courses in the Modern 
Hebrew Language program to 
graduate & undergrad students. 
Organize & participate in extra-
curricular activities related to the 
program. MS in Modern Hebrew 
language and culture, or related 
required by time of appointment. 
Plus 1 year of teaching exp at a 
higher ed institution and native 
or near native fluency in Modern 
Hebrew language required. Apply 
to Arturo Perez-Cabello at   
miguel.perez-cabello@yale.edu.  
Yale University is an Affirmative 
Action, Equal Opportunity Em-
ployer and welcomes applications 
from women, persons with dis-
abilities, protected veterans, and 
members of minority groups.

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

Assistant Professor in 
Educational Psychology
University of Wisconsin-Madison
The University of Wiscon-
sin-Madison’s Department of Ed-
ucational Psychology seeks highly 
qualified candidates for a tenure 
track position who are able to 
contribute to the department’s 
expertise in human development. 
Expertise in adolescent devel-
opment is particularly desirable. 
Attention will be given to schol-
ars whose research, training, and 
teaching addresses fundamental 
processes of human social devel-
opment that relate to modern is-
sues faced by youth in community 
and educational settings.   This 
position will be an academic, 
nine-month, tenure-track ap-
pointment at the Assistant Pro-
fessor level, beginning in August 
2023.  The Department of Educa-
tional Psychology’s mission is to 
advance education-related theo-
ry and methodology; to improve 
knowledge about the biological, 
psychological, technological, and 
social processes of learning, devel-
opment, and mental health in di-
verse populations; and to enhance 
learning and mental health in ed-
ucational and community contexts 
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OTHER jobs.chronicle.com   CAREERS
through innovative educational 
interventions and effective pre-
vention/intervention programs.  
The Department of Education-
al Psychology (https://edpsych.
education.wisc.edu) is currently 
ranked as the #1 Department of 
Educational Psychology according 
to U.S. News & World Report. 
The Department offers gradu-
ate degrees (PhD and MS), in the 
area of Human Development. The 
Human Development Program 
Area is housed within the Depart-
ment of Educational Psychology, 
along with programs in Learning 
Sciences, Quantitative Methods, 
and School Psychology. The Hu-
man Development program also 
has strong ties with the WCER 
(https://www.wcer.wisc.edu/) and 
the Waisman Center (https://
www.waisman.wisc.edu/).  The 
Department and University pro-
vide a stimulating and supportive 
environment for research, teach-
ing, and programmatic funding 
with a strong value on collabora-
tive and interdisciplinary research.  
Responsibilities: The successful 
candidate will actively partici-
pate in the research, teaching, 
and training programs of the de-
partment. Candidates are expect-
ed to (a) establish and maintain 
a research program that involves 
success in publishing empirical re-
search and active pursuit of exter-
nal funding to support scholarly 
activities, (b) teach courses in the 
candidate’s general and specific 
areas of expertise, and (c) effec-
tively mentor students.  To apply, 
visit: https://jobs.hr.wisc.edu/
en-us/job/514609/assistant-pro-
fessor-in-educational-psycholo-
gy-human-development . Click 
“apply now” and follow the in-
structions. To ensure consider-
ation, application materials must 
be received by Friday, September, 
16, 2022; however, this position 
will remain open and applications 
will be accepted until the position 
is filled.

JAPANESE LANGUAGE

Lecturer in Japanese 
Language
University of California, Santa 
Barbara
The Department of East Asian 
Languages and Cultural Studies at 
the University of California, San-
ta Barbara invites applications for 
a full-time Lecturer in Japanese 
Language. The successful candi-
date will be expected to teach Jap-
anese language courses at all lev-
els (elementary through advanced, 
a preference for candidates who 
have experience with teaching 
3rd year Japanese), to work close-
ly with the program coordina-
tor to prepare course materials, 
to supervise teaching assistants, 
and to organize program related 
events.  To ensure full consider-
ation, please submit a cover letter, 
curriculum vitae, sample of stu-
dent evaluations, one lesson plan, 
and arrange to have two letters of 
recommendation sent to:  Attn: 
Ryan Kelley  University of Cali-
fornia  4001 HSSB Administrative 
Support Center  Santa Barbara, 
California 93106-9670    Basic 
qualifications (required at time of 
application): MA in Japanese lan-
guage pedagogy, applied linguis-
tics, linguistics, or a related field. 
Additional qualifications (required 
at start of appointment): 4 years 
of experience in higher education, 
teaching Japanese language cours-
es (elementary through advanced 
levels), evidence of effective 
teaching, and native/near-native 
proficiency in both Japanese and 
English. Primary consideration 
will be given to complete applica-
tions received September 6, 2022.  
UCSB is an AA/EOE, including 
disability/vets.

MATHEMATICS

Assistant Professor
Marquette University
Marquette University in Milwau-
kee, Wisconsin invites applica-
tions for a full-time position of 
Assistant Professor. This is a fac-
ulty position in the Department 
of Mathematical and Statistical 
Science in the Klingler College 
of Arts and Sciences. Duties: con-
duct research in areas including 

computational statistics, uncer-
tainty quantification, and statisti-
cal machine learning; teach lower 
and upper division data-intensive 
courses; and actively participate 
and contribute to our unique 
Ph.D. program in Computational 
Mathematical and Statistical Sci-
ences. Qualified applicants must 
have a Ph.D. (or equivalent for-
eign degree) in statistics, statis-
tics and applied mathematics, or 
a closely related field. Interested 
parties are invited to submit a cur-
riculum vitae to Dr. Anne Clough 
at anne.clough@marquette.edu.   
Marquette University is an Affir-
mative Action Equal Opportunity 
Employer and requires compli-
ance with the Immigration Re-
form and Control Act of 1986.

NEUROLOGY

Assistant Professor (without 
Tenure) - Multiple Sclerosis 
Neurologist
University of Washington School of 
Medicine
The Department of Neurology 
at the University of Washington 
School of Medicine is seeking 
to hire an outstanding clinical 
neurologist to work with multi-
ple sclerosis patients at the Uni-
versity of Washington Medical 
Center. This is a full-time ap-
pointment at the rank of Assistant 
Professor WOT (without tenure 
by reason of funding). Assistant 
Professors are eligible for multi-
year appointments that align 
with a 12-month service period 
(July 1-June 30). Faculty with 
12-month service periods are paid 
for 11 months of service over a 12-month period (July-June), 
meaning the equivalent of one 
month is available for paid time 
off. Requires an MD or DO de-
gree or foreign equivalent.   The 
anticipated start date for this posi-
tion is July 1, 2023.

Assistant Professor without 
tenure (WOT) - Pediatric 
Neurologist
University of Washington School of 
Medicine
The Department of Neurology 
at the University of Washington 
School of Medicine is seeking to 
hire a pediatric epileptologist with 
an interest in ICU neuromoni-
toring. The Division of Pediatric 
Neurology at Seattle Children’s 
Hospital has approximately 30 
faculty, including nine epileptol-
ogists and multiple subspecialty 
programs. This is a full-time ap-
pointment at the rank of Assistant 
Professor WOT (without tenure 
by reason of funding). Universi-
ty of Washington faculty engage 
in teaching, research and service. 
This position will require active 
participation in clinical and teach-
ing programs.  The anticipated 
start date of these appointments is 
July 1, 2023.

OPTOMETRY

Assistant Professor, 
Pediatric Optometry/Vision 
Therapy
Massachusetts College Pharmacy & 
Health Sciences
Assistant Professor, Pediatric Op-
tometry/Vision Therapy, MCPHS 
University, Worcester, Massachu-
setts: Teach in the vision therapy, 
binocular vision, and pediatric op-
tometry curriculum as assigned by 
the Associate Dean for Academ-
ic Programs. Will teach in other 
tracks and perform duties as as-
signed by the Dean. Will prepare 
educational materials for the as-
signed laboratories and classroom 
presentations; serve as a primary 
care clinical preceptor, preceptor 
in vision therapy, binocular vi-
sion and pediatric optometry; and 
contribute to scholarship and re-
search to enhance the educational 
process and/or improving patient 
care outcomes. Will participate 
in departmental and community 
service activities, work collabora-
tively with faculty colleagues to 
enhance student learning and the 
delivery of quality patient care. 
Min. Reqs: O.D. Optometry. Spe-
cial Reqs.: Residency Training and 
MA Optometry license. Qualified 
applicants email resumes to Kath-
leen Riche, Senior Human Re-
sources Project Manager, MCPHS 

University at Kathleen.riche@
mcphs.edu with reference to Job 
Code: MHAP22

PEDIATRICS

Assistant Professor
Emory + Children’s Pediatric 
Institute Inc
Emory + Children’s Pediatric In-
stitute Inc. seeks Assistant Pro-
fessor in Atlanta, GA to perform 
clinical service at Emory + Chil-
dren’s Ped Inst hospitals. Req MD 
+ 2 yrs exp in pediatric medicine. 
Travel req. Send CV & cover ltr 
to pcoltra@emory.edu

Assistant/Associate/
Professor-Pediatric Critical 
Care
University of Illinois College of 
Medicine at Peoria
Hiring Department: College of 
Medicine Peoria, Department of 
Pediatrics Location: Peoria, IL 
USA Requisition ID: 1011760 
Position Number: Posting Close 
Date: October 13, 2022 About 
the University of Illinois at Chi-
cago UIC is among the nation’s 
preeminent urban public research 
universities, a Carnegie RU/VH 
research institution, and the larg-
est university in Chicago. UIC 
serves over 34,000 students, com-
prising one of the most diverse 
student bodies in the nation and is 
designated as a Minority Serving 
Institution (MSI), an Asian Amer-
ican and Native American Pacif-
ic Islander Serving Institution 
(AANAPSI) and a Hispanic Serv-
ing Institution (HSI). Through 
its 16 colleges, UIC produces 
nationally and internationally 
recognized multidisciplinary ac-
ademic programs in concert with 
civic, corporate and community 
partners worldwide, including a 
full complement of health scienc-
es colleges. By emphasizing cut-
ting-edge and transformational 
research along with a commitment 
to the success of all students, UIC 
embodies the dynamic, vibrant 
and engaged urban university. 
Recent “Best Colleges” rankings 
published by U.S. News & World 
Report, found UIC climbed up 
in its rankings among top public 
schools in the nation and among 
all national universities. UIC has 
nearly 260,000 alumni, and is one 
of the largest employers in the 
city of Chicago. Description: The 
University of Illinois College of 
Medicine at Peoria (UICOMP), 
Department of Pediatrics is seek-
ing candidates for a Pediatric 
Critical Care physician with addi-
tional cardiac training or extensive 
clinical experience with post-op-
erative cardiac care or dual train-
ing in cardiology and critical care 
for a position as Assistant/ Asso-
ciate/Professor of Pediatrics to 
enhance a growing division. The 
ideal candidate will have complet-
ed 3 years of pediatric residency 
and be BC/BE in Pediatric Crit-
ical Care upon employment and 
will hold or have applied for an 
Illinois physician’s license.  The 
position includes patient care ser-
vices, teaching medical students 
and residents, and opportunities 
to pursue research. The position 
will provide clinical consultation 
services for critically ill patients 
hospitalized in the unit including 
children with complex congenital 
heart disease. The ideal candidate 
will also provide consultation ser-
vices for physicians and patients 
in the region with problems re-
quiring critical care.  Clinical ac-
tivities of the faculty are primarily 
concentrated at CHOI, which is 
the primary pediatric teaching fa-
cility for UICOMP and is a 132-
bed facility that offers over 50 
pediatric programs and services. 
These programs represent over 
100 pediatric sub-specialists in 24 
different disciplines, including a 
pediatric surgery program, and a 
congenital heart surgery program. 
CHOI is the only full service 
tertiary hospital for children in 
downstate Illinois with a children 
and adult congenital heart disease 
program, Illinois Perinatal Cen-
ter, a Level III neonatal intensive 
care unit and is designated as a 
Level I trauma center. Duties & 
Responsibilities o Participate in 
undergraduate, graduate and con-
tinuing education programs of the 
Department. o Provide clinical 

services for critically ill patients 
hospitalized in the critical care 
and intermediate care unit. o Pro-
vide consultation services for phy-
sicians and patients in the region 
requiring critical care services. o 
Organize and conduct research 
programs in pediatric critical care 
medicine. o Perform other duties 
of a University faculty member 
including committee assignments, 
curriculum development and ad-
ministration. Qualifications: Min-
imum Qualifications o MD/DO 
degree. o Eligible for licensure in 
Illinois. o Board certified/eligible 
in Pediatrics and Pediatric Criti-
cal Care. o 3 years pediatric resi-
dency. For Fullest Consideration 
please submit your application by 
8/5/22 to  https://uic.csod.com/
ux/ats/careersite/1/home/requisi-
tion/13?c=uic  The University of 
Illinois Chicago is an affirmative 
action, equal opportunity employ-
er. All qualified applicants will 
receive consideration for employ-
ment without regard to race, col-
or, religion, sex, gender identity, 
sexual orientation, national origin, 
protected veteran status, or status 
as an individual with a disability. 
Request and Accommodation Of-
fers of employment by the Uni-
versity of Illinois may be subject 
to approval by the University’s 
Board of Trustees and are made 
contingent upon the candidate’s 
successful completion of any crim-
inal background checks and other 
pre-employment assessments that 
may be required for the position 
being offered. Additional informa-
tion regarding such pre-employ-
ment checks and assessments may 
be provided as applicable during 
the hiring process. As a qualifying 
federal contractor, the University 
of Illinois System uses E-Verify 
to verify employment eligibility. 
The University of Illinois System 
requires candidates selected for 
hire to disclose any documented 
finding of sexual misconduct or 
sexual harassment and to autho-
rize inquiries to current and for-
mer employers regarding findings 
of sexual misconduct or sexual 
harassment. For more informa-
tion, visit here. University of Il-
linois faculty, staff and students 
are required to be fully vaccinat-
ed against COVID-19. If you are 
not able to receive the vaccine for 
medical or religious reasons, you 
may seek approval for an exemp-
tion in accordance with applicable 
University processes.

SOCIAL STUDIES

Senior Preceptor in Social 
Studies
Harvard University, Faculty of Arts 
& Sciences
The Committee on Degrees in 
Social Studies seeks applications 
for a senior preceptor in qualita-
tive social science methods. The 
appointment is expected to be-
gin on July 1, 2023. The senior 
preceptor will be responsible for 
teaching Social Studies 50, “Foun-
dations of Social Science Re-
search” and two other courses, ei-
ther tutorials in Social Studies 10a 
and 10b (Introduction to Social 
Studies), a combination of Social 
Studies 10a and one junior tuto-
rial, or two junior tutorials. The 
senior preceptor will also serve 
as a member of the Social Studies 
Board of Advisors and Board of 
Instruction, advise senior theses, 
and either lead a thesis writing 
seminar or serve as a thesis writ-
ing fellow.  The position is for five 
years and is renewable contingent 
upon performance, enrollments, 
and curricular need.   Basic Qual-
ifications: Ph.D in the social sci-
ences required. The successful 
applicant should have experience 
in teaching undergraduate cours-
es in qualitative social science 
methodology as well as experience 
teaching and advising undergrad-
uate social science students more 
broadly.   Instructions: Please 
submit the required documents 
through the ARIeS portal (https://
academicpositions.harvard.edu). 
Applications must be submitted 
no later than September 15th, 
2022.   Harvard University is an 
equal opportunity employer, and 
all qualified applicants will receive 
consideration for employment 
without regard to race, color, 
sex, gender identity, sexual ori-

entation, religion, creed, national 
origin, ancestry, age, protected 
veteran status, disability, genet-
ic information, military service, 
pregnancy and pregnancy-relat-
ed conditions, or other protected 
status.

SPORTS MARKETING

Lecturer
Indiana University in Bloomington
The Department of Kinesiology 
at Indiana University in Bloom-
ington, Indiana invites applica-
tions for a lecturer position. The 
successful candidate will teach 
multi-level in-person and on-
line courses in sports marketing, 
sports management, and sports so-
ciology as well as perform schol-
arly activities and service to the 
Department and the University. 
Position requires a Master’s de-
gree in Sports Marketing, Sports 
Management, or a related field.  
Interested candidates should send 
a letter of interest and curriculum 
vitae to: tblunck@indiana.edu. 
Questions regarding the position 
or application process can also be 
directed to: tblunck@indiana.edu.  
Indiana University is an equal em-
ployment and affirmative action 
employer and a provider of ADA 
services. All qualified applicants 
will receive consideration for em-
ployment without regard to age, 
ethnicity, color, race, religion, sex, 
sexual orientation, gender identity 
or expression, genetic informa-
tion, marital status, national ori-
gin, disability status or protected 
veteran status.

SURGERY

Surgery Faculty
University of Rochester Medical 
Center
University of Rochester seeks 
full-time Surgery Faculty in 
Rochester, NY. With respect to 
cardiac surgery, duties include: 
Clinical and didactic teaching of 
students, residents, and fellows; 
interview, evaluate and educate 
patients; order, perform and inter-
pret diagnostic tests; prescribe or 
administer treatment, therapy and 
medications; perform appropriate 
medical procedures. travel to per-
form duties as needed at worksites 
in Syracuse, NY. M.D., NYS med-
ical license, clinical residency and 
pediatric cardiac surgery fellow-
ship required. Ref job 1423, re-
sume to J. Barker, University of 
Rochester Medical Center, 601 
Elmwood Ave, Box SURG RM 
2-6115A, Rochester, NY 14642.

An alt-ac 
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work that 
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in a setting 
outside 
the college 
classroom.
The whole alt-ac concept 
offers a useful reminder 
that colleges and 
universities don’t have 
a monopoly on scholarly 
thinking, and that a 
myriad of jobs across 
society offer intellectual 
interest and excitement.
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GAZETTE

Sian Leah Beilock, president of Barnard College, has 
been named president of Dartmouth College. She will 
be the first woman to lead the college and will succeed 
Philip J. Hanlon when he steps down, in June 2023.

Santa J. Ono, president and vice chancellor of the 
University of British Columbia, in Canada, has been 
named president of the University of Michigan. He will 
replace Mary Sue Coleman, who has served as interim 
president since Mark S. Schlissel was fired.

Vanya Quiñones, provost and executive vice president 
for academic affairs at Pace University, in New York, 
has been named president of California State Universi-
ty-Monterey Bay.

New Chief Executives

Chief executives (continued)

APPOINTMENTS
Mindy Benson, interim president of 

Southern Utah University since July 
2021, has been named to the post per-
manently. She is the first woman to 
serve as president.

Bill Carver, a former president of Nash 
Community College, has been named 
interim president of the North Caroli-
na Community College system.

Olivier Charles, vice chancellor for stu-
dent success in the Alabama Commu-
nity College system, has been named 
president of Bishop State Community 
College.

Roger Eddy, who recently served as in-
terim president of Lincoln Trail Col-
lege, has been named interim presi-
dent of Olney Central College.

Jimmy Hodges, interim president of 
Calhoun Community College since 
June 2021, has been named to the post 
permanently.

Jonathan Kulaga, president of Ohio 
Christian University, has been named 
president of Indiana Wesleyan Uni-
versity. He will succeed David Wright, 
who will retire.

Michelle L. Patrick, who has served 
since April as interim president of 
Robert Morris University, in Pennsyl-
vania, has been named president. She 
is the first woman to hold the post in a 
permanent capacity.

Monte E. Perez, a former president of 
Los Angeles Mission College, has been 

named interim president of Fullerton 
College, in California.

Minita Ramírez, vice president for stu-
dent success at Texas A&M Interna-
tional University, has been named 
president of Laredo College, in Texas.

Jessica Robinson, vice president for 
student services at Cuyamaca Col-
lege, has been named interim presi-
dent.

RESIGNATIONS
Ronald Mason Jr., president of the 

University of the District of Columbia, 
plans to step down in June 2023.

Thomas A. Stith III, president of the 
North Carolina Community College 
system, is resigning his post effective 
July 22.

Robert Zimmer, chancellor of the Uni-
versity of Chicago, will step down to 
focus on his health. Zimmer served as 
president of the university from 2006 
until 2021.

RETIREMENTS
Michael B. Alexander, president of 

Lasell University since 2007, plans to 
retire in June 2023.

Harvey Kesselman, president since 
2015 of Stockton University, in New 
Jersey, plans to retire at the end of the 
next academic year.

Chief academic officers

APPOINTMENTS
Darnell Hunt, dean of the division of 

social sciences and a professor of so-
ciology and African American studies 
at the University of California at Los 
Angeles, has been named the univer-
sity’s executive vice chancellor and 
provost.

Billie Gastic Rosado, associate dean of 
New York University’s School of Pro-
fessional Studies, has been named 
provost and senior vice president for 
academic affairs at LaGuardia Com-
munity College of the City University 
of New York.

Jeannine Diddle Uzzi, provost and ex-
ecutive vice president for academic 
affairs at the University of Southern 
Maine, has been named Adler Uni-
versity’s first vice president for aca-
demic affairs.

Pamela Richardson Wilks, associate 
provost for academic operations, pro-
grams, and institutional planning, 
research, and effectiveness at Edward 
Waters University, has been named 
provost and vice president for academ-
ic affairs at Coppin State University.

Other top administrators

APPOINTMENTS
Mark Anderson, a professor and di-

rector of medicine at the Johns Hop-
kins University School of Medicine 
and physician in chief of the Johns 
Hopkins Hospital, has been named 

executive vice president for medi-
cal affairs, dean of the division of the 
biological sciences, and dean of the 
Pritzker School of Medicine at the 
University of Chicago.

Myeshia Armstrong, vice president for 
administrative services at East Los 
Angeles College, has been named vice 
president for administration and fi-
nances at California State Universi-
ty-East Bay.

DeMethra LaSha Bradley, former 
acting vice president for student af-
fairs and dean of students at Macal-
ester College, in Minnesota, has been 
named vice president for student af-
fairs and dean of students at Scripps 
College, in California.

Shirley Jefferson, asso-
ciate dean of student af-
fairs and diversity at the 
Vermont Law and Grad-
uate School, has been 
named vice president for 
community engagement 
and government affairs. 

She is the first person of color to serve 
as a vice president there.

Martina Nieswandt, associate vice 
chancellor for research and engage-
ment at the University of Massachu-
setts at Amherst, has been named 
vice president for research at Chap-
man University, in California.

Daniel Olds, associate vice president 
for development at Queens Universi-
ty of Charlotte, in North Carolina, has 
been named vice president for alumni 
relations at Bowdoin College.

Submit items to

people@chronicle.com
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Guillermina Gina Núñez-Mchiri, an as-
sociate professor of anthropology and 
director of women and gender studies 
at the University of Texas at El Paso, 
has been named dean of the Imperial 
Valley campus at San Diego State Uni-
versity.

Liesl Riddle, vice dean for strategy 
in the School of Business at George 
Washington University, has been 
named dean of the College of Profes-
sional Studies.

Amy Ellen Schwartz, a professor and 
chair of economics in the Maxwell 
School of Citizenship and Public Af-
fairs at Syracuse University, in New 
York, has been named dean of the Jo-
seph R. Biden Jr. School of Public Pol-
icy and Administration at the Univer-
sity of Delaware.

Sue VandeWoude,  a professor and 
director of the CSU One Health Insti-
tute at Colorado State University, has 
been named dean of the College of 
Veterinary Medicine and Biomedical 
Sciences.

Venky Venkatachalam, dean of the 
Beacom School of Business at the 
University of South Dakota, has been 
named dean of the College of Man-
agement at the University of Massa-
chusetts at Boston.

Other administrators

APPOINTMENTS

Kirsten Carrier, associate dean of stu-
dents and director of residence life 
and conference services at Pitzer Col-
lege, in California, has been named 
assistant dean of campus life and di-
rector of residence life at Elon Univer-
sity, in North Carolina.

Chandice Haste-Jackson, an associ-
ate teaching professor in the depart-
ment of human development and 
family science in the Falk College at 
Syracuse University, has been named 
associate dean of the office of student 
services in Falk College.

Grace Chapin James, director of stu-
dent recruitment and admissions 
in the Booth School of Business at 
the University of Chicago, has been 
named executive director of admis-
sions at Washington University in St. 
Louis.

Jorim E. Reid Sr., a professor of music 
and director of bands at Fayetteville 
State University, in North Carolina, 
has been named an assistant profes-
sor, coordinator of instrumental mu-
sic, and director of bands at Morgan 
State University, in Maryland.

Kara Wong, a Carolina Academic  
Library Associate at the University 
Libraries in the University of  
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, has 
been named library software appli-
cations developer in the University 
Libraries.

Organizations and agencies

APPOINTMENTS
Monica Bertagnolli, a surgeon at Da-

na-Farber Cancer Institute and a pro-
fessor at Harvard Medical School, has 
been appointed director of the Na-
tional Cancer Institute.

Haley Glover, a senior program man-
ager with Amazon’s Career Choice 
and a former strategy director at the 
Lumina Foundation, has been named 
director of UpSkill America in the As-
pen Institute’s Economic Opportuni-
ties Program.

Deaths

DEATHS
Hobie Billingsley, who served as head 

coach of the diving team at Indiana 
University for 30 years, died on July 
16. He was 95.

Helen R. Dawson, a former dean and 
vice president of Villa Julie College, 
now known as Stevenson University, 
died on July 14. She was 94.

George Lamming, an author who 
taught at at Brown University, the 
University of Texas at Austin, and 
Duke University, died on June 4. He 
was 94. Lamming’s work, including 
his first novel, In the Castle of My Skin 
(1953), focused on the effects of colo-
nialism in the Caribbean.

Sylvia Molloy, a professor emerita of 
humanities at New York University 
and former president of the Modern 
Language Association, died on July 
14. She was 83.

Judith A. Schiff, chief research ar-
chivist at the Yale University Library, 
died on July 11. She was 84.

Richard M. Summerville, a former 
provost at Christopher Newport Uni-
versity, died on July 3. He was 83. 
Summerville also taught mathemat-
ics at Christopher Newport and was 
chair of the department of mathemat-
ics and computer science at the insti-
tution formerly known as Armstrong 
State College for 10 years.

Joanne Trotter, a former dean of the 
School of Business and Computer 
Science at the institution previously 
known as Gwynedd-Mercy College, 
died on July 6. She was 78.

Paul Wilt, a professor emeritus of his-
tory at Westmont College, died on 
June 23. He was 93.
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Brett Padgett, associate vice president 
for finance at the University of Chica-
go, has been named senior vice presi-
dent and chief financial officer at Syr-
acuse University, in New York.

Stacey Patterson, vice 
president for research, 
outreach, and econom-
ic development in the 
University of Tennessee 
system and president of 
the UT Research Foun-
dation, has been named 

vice president for research at Florida 
State University.

Heather White, dean of students and 
associate vice president for student 
life at the University of Florida, has 
been named vice president for stu-
dent life at the university.

Nicole Whitehead, chief human re-
sources officer at Joliet Junior College, 
in Illinois, has been named vice presi-
dent for human resources at Bucknell 
University.

Deans

APPOINTMENTS
Suzanne Barbour, dean of the Gradu-

ate School and a professor of biochem-
istry and biophysics at the University 
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, has 
been named dean of the Graduate 
School and vice provost for graduate 
education at Duke University.

Carlos J. Crespo, a professor and vice 
provost for undergraduate training in 
biomedical research in the School of 
Public Health at Oregon Health and 
Science University-Portland State 
University, has been named dean of 
the College of Applied Health Sciences 
at the University of Illinois at Chicago.

Jenna Hyatt, associate dean of student 
living at Central Washington Univer-
sity, has been named interim assis-
tant vice chancellor for student affairs 
and dean of students at Washington 
State University. She succeeds Jill 
Creighton, who left to join Duke Kun-
shan University.

Mark Long, a professor and former 
associate dean of faculty affairs in 
the Evans School of Public Policy 
and Governance at the University of 
Washington, has been named dean of 
the School of Public Policy at the Uni-
versity of California at Riverside.

David Marchick, chief operating offi-
cer in the United States International 
Development Finance Corporation, 
has been named dean of the Kogod 
School of Business at American Uni-
versity.

Chrystalla Mouza, a 
professor of teacher ed-
ucation and director of 
the School of Education 
at the University of Del-
aware, has been named 
dean of the College of 
Education at the Univer-

sity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
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Research for Impact: Seafood Traceability for Healthy Oceans
LMU researchers are trying to solve overfishing, a complex ecologic and economic 
problem. Led by biology professor Demian Willette, the NSF-funded project builds  
a global fishing industry network to identify and trace octopus species, using  
innovative techniques to detect DNA in the water. The traceability tool and dataset 
will help protect the seafood supply chain — and the ocean.

LMU.EDU/IMPACT
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https://info.lmu.edu/impact/?utm_source=multiple&utm_medium=general&utm_campaign=impact22
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